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INTRODUCTION 

I, Maria Yousuf was born in a noble family of Karachi. I am the younger daughter of my 

beloved father. My ancestors belong to the family of famous sufi saint Hazrat Ameer 

Hussain Kulal (Khurasan, Iran,). I completed my primary and secondary education from 

Al-Hammad Grammar School. I got “A” grade in my matric (science) exam. I passed my 

intermediate (Pre-madical) in Grade “A” from Sir, Syed Govt Girls College. Here I 

developed interest in Chemistry and Bio-chemistry. Therefore I decided to choose 

chemistry in my B.Sc. (Hons) as a major subject, along with my favorite subsidiary 

combination subjects of Physiology, and Bio-chemistry, and completed my B.Sc. (Hons) 

in 1st division from the University of Karachi. Then based on my interest in organic 

chemistry I opted organic chemistry for my masters, and completed M.Sc. in organic-

chemistry (1st division) from the University of Karachi, throughout my university life 

apart from my department teachers, the former V.C. of Karachi university Prof Dr. 

Pirzada Qasim Raza Siddiqui, Professor Dr. Atta-ur-Rahman FRS, and my former 

neighbor and later my teacher Prof. Dr. M. Iqbal Choudhary have been remained a great 

spiritual source for learning which provoked me to go ahead for my higher studies. 

Therefore, I decided to take admission at the H.E.J. (ICCBS) in M.Phil. / Ph.D. program. 

Here I selected two fields of research, one is biotransformation and another is 

computational chemistry. Both of the fields are quite fascinating, interesting and 

contributing in drug designing and discovery process. Along with studies and research I 

like to read literature (poetry and prose) of Urdu and English in my leisure time, I always 

do remember the happening of Big Bang in which GOD said thrice to be, to be, and 

finally to be, as a result the whole universe created and converted from the masses of 

gases into the definite and certain objects, for instance the sky and the earth. Here GOD 

has created infinite creatures for the benefit of humanity. Some of them have been 

explored till now but a lot of still remained, and we need to explore them more, which we 

are doing as a chemist (scientist), e.g searching for the hidden therapeutic potential 

against various disorders in natural products. I also like to do paintings, on fabric mode 

on pots and on canvas. I also read various books on science, religion, Psychology, and 

fashion magazines, etc. In my spare time, I also listen music and some time play indoor 

games with my family and friends. 

 
                                                                                                 Maria Yousuf 

                                                                                                 Karachi, 2015 
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SUMMARY 

CHAPTER # 1: 

This chapter, “Introduction of Computer-Aided Drug Designing” comprises of the 

introduction about various computational based techniques which have been used for 

drug designing and discovery process, e.g. virtual screening, structure-based and ligand-

based approach, 3D-QSAR and molecular dynamic simulation etc. 

CHAPTER # 2: 

This chapter “Enzymes” comprises of α-Chymotrypsin enzyme introduction, and various 

types of enzyme inhibition process, disorders related with the over-expression and under 

expression of this enzyme. Inhibitors reported in the literature against the targeted 

enzyme α-Chymotrypsin. 

CHAPTER # 3: 

This chapter “Structure-based Virtual screening” comprises of the introduction of 

structure-based virtual screening, Molecular docking, scoring functions, various docking 

softwares, selection criteria for drug-like candidates, docking by using GOLD, and FRED 

software, enrichment factor calculation for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of the data-base., 

results and discussion. 

CHAPTER # 4: 

This chapter “Ligand-based Virtual screening” comprises of the introduction of ligand-

based virtual screening of in-house data base, pharmacophore model generation and its 

features, ligand-based virtual screening, in-vitro screening of identified hits against α-

Chymotrypsin enzyme, molecular docking of actives, Results and discussion. 
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CHAPTER # 5: 

This chapter “Structure-based pharmacophore mapping and Virtual screening of β-

Glucuronidase Inhibitors” comprises of the enzyme introduction, disorders related to 

the over-expression and under-expression of the enzyme, sly syndrome and various types 

of cancer. Structure-based pharmacophore mapping for individual, shared feature and 

merged feature Pharmacophore model generation. Virtual screening by using developed 

pharmacophore models, docking of identified hits was performed by using FRED 

software. Rescoring of Chemgauss-4 scoring function was performed by using GOLD 

software, E.F. calculation for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of the data-base. ROC curves 

analysis. Bioassay screening results of top 5% identified hits. Cytotoxicity results of 

eleven (11) potent inhibitors, structure activity relationship (SAR) of the biologically 

active compounds. results and Discussion. 
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Chapter # 1 

Introduction 
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1.1. COMPUTER-AIDED DRUG DESIGN:  

Computer-aided drug designing is progressively increasing in pharmaceutical research 

area for efficient improving of drug discovery and development process.  It is useful for 

designing and identifying small organic molecules, which possess the clinically effective 

therapeutic potential (1). These techniques are rational in silico methods which are 

frequently applicable in drug design. There are different terms applied and successfully 

used in this area of research, including computer-aided drug design (CADD), computer-

aided molecular design (CAMD), computer-aided molecular modeling (CAMM), and 

computer-aided drug discovery and development (CADDD). CADDD is applicable on 

both computational as well experimental techniques for drug discovery and development. 

Current advancements in computational tools of software and hardware techniques, and 

development in computational research have been made possible for the identification of 

various molecular drug targets, which are related with different diseases and fastest 

availability of target protein structures by publicly available data-bases. CADDD is being 

used for hit’s identification of drug-like active candidates, furthermore, selection of leads, 

then its optimization for further evaluation, in other words transformation of a 

biologically active compound into drug candidates. This strategy ultimately reduces the 

chemical space. Therefore, it allows to focus on more suitable candidates towards lead 

discovery and optimization process. The actual purpose of using computational 

techniques is to enrich the data-set along with require properties regarding bioavailability 

of drug-like and lead-like candidates by following certain rules, while the elimination of 

undesirable properties such as (inactive, reactive, toxic, poor ADME / Tox) carrying 

compounds (Fig 1.1). In another word, in silico modeling is applying significantly to save 
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time and money for synthesis of libraries of compounds against a biological target (2). 

CADD techniques and strategies are varyingly depends on the availability of structural 

and other information of the target (enzyme / receptor) and the ligands. There are two 

major computational modeling strategies, which are currently used as “Direct” as well as 

“Indirect” drug designing. The direct drug designing mode requires the three-dimensional 

(3D) structural information of target (enzyme / receptor), which directly associates with 

structure-based drug designing strategy while, in the indirect approach, the drug 

designing is based on similarity search of a data-set by using the information from 

already known actives (3). 

 

Fig-1.1 Computer-aided drug design schematic diagram indicating various 

strategies involved in CADD (Directory of computer-aided drug design tools) (4). 
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1.2. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH IN RATIONAL DRUG DESIGN:  

Combinatorial chemistry is being successfully used to realize that in a synthetic library of 

compounds, the only essential feature is not molecular diversity. However, it is of equally 

important to enrich the potential libraries of compounds which could be transformed into 

promising drug-like candidates, therefore, creating a huge chemical space to design 

potentially synthesizable "drug-like" candidates. As a consequence, a paradigm shift 

results in drug discovery process, regarding the integration of pharmacokinetics and drug 

development activities at the early stages of lead discovery (5). Capaciously, the “drug 

design” is implied either in random evaluation of synthetic as well as natural products in 

bioassay systems, also called as hit and trial method to produce new drug-like candidate 

molecules based on biological activity derived from either plant or animal resource. 

Rational drug design is a systematic way towards the whole drug-discovery process 

which means the target structure-assisted (“rational”) approach. Various techniques such 

as protein crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and computational 

biochemistry have been using for providing keen information to design synthesis of 

potential drug molecules. In order to select bio-molecule (receptor-protein) as a drug 

target, two important information’s are required; selection of specific biological target 

with therapeutic importance is the basic step towards it, along with the information, that 

modulation in the target receptor / protein should possess the therapeutic potential. And 

the information obtains regarding target-associated disease, can be use to study which 

shows an association between mutations in the biological target and certain disease 

conditions, while secondly the target receptor protein should be "drug able” means the 

binding of a small organic drug-like molecule should have inhibitory activity, although 
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the term “rational drug design” is often misinterpreted. There is nothing irrational about 

traditional methods, such as random bio-assay screening of compound libraries, and both, 

designing of libraries as well as bio-assay screening together (5). The computer-based 

molecular design methods (6) and combinatorial chemistry (7) is frequently in routine use 

for both processes, including the lead-optimization and phases’ development of drug 

designing (Fig 1.2). Although rational drug designing is considered to be the recent 

approach towards drug designing comparatively bio-assay screening or serendipity-based 

studies. Therefore, different computational techniques have been successfully combined 

in many cases of drug designing and development process.  

 

 

Fig-1.2 Rational drug designing approach by CADD (9). 
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1.3. CONCEPT OF VIRTUAL SCREENING (VS): 

Virtual screening is a high throughput computational based screening technique used to 

identify hit and lead molecules against a particular target receptor. Various computational 

techniques are used to discover new drug-like candidates from various chemical libraries 

by searching various available data-bases of resources such as commercial, public, or 

private. The ultimate purpose of the virtual screening is to reduce the huge virtual 

chemical space of small organic molecules into selectively binding targeted molecules. 

Therefore, it allows to focus on more propitious candidates for lead identification and 

optimization, which furthermore enriches the data-base of molecules with required 

drugable properties including (active, drug-like, lead-like) candidates and ultimately 

eliminates the unacceptable properties carrying compounds such as reactive, toxic, 

inactive and poor ADME (adsorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion) / Tox, In 

other words, in silico modeling has been significantly used to reduce cost and minimize 

time require for chemical libraries, synthesis and biological screening of compounds (10-

11). 

Various steps of virtual screening may include: 

1. Selection of strategy for virtual screening either structure-based or ligand-based, 

which depends on the availability of ligand-protein co-crystallize structure. 

2. Selection of PDB I.d for receptor-protein and ligand co-crystallize structure with 

appropriate resolution.  

3. Validation of various docking softwares by redocking experiment and calculation 

of RMSD, to select the suitable docking software, RMSD should be less than 1 
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for efficient docking. 

4. The hit identification phase starts with the HTS of a data-base of choice, such as 

in-house data-base, ZINC data base or NCI data-base. 

5. Generated ranking list of compounds of various scoring functions is used to 

calculate the enrichment factor (EF), which subsequently identify lead 

compounds. 

6.  Identified top ranked compounds are used for bio-assay screening. Experiments 

reveal the hit compounds that are biologically active.  

7. Identified and biologically screened hits go for hit to lead optimization process. 

8. Chemical space of already proven hits along with biological activities is used for 

3D-QSAR (11-12). 

Virtual screening methods have been developed to search and identify drug-like 

molecules via using computational techniques. VS strategies are classified into two main 

types structure-based VS (SBVS) (13) and ligand-based VS (LBVS) depends on the 

availability of receptor / protein bound-ligand information. SBVS and LBVS are 

considered to be almost equally important and exclusive. If the 3D structure, of the target 

receptor / protein of high atomic resolution is available, then virtual screening is often 

performed by using structure-based docking, while in the absence of target receptor 

structure LBVS is the choice of screening method (14, 15). 
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1.4. DEVELOPMENT AND SCOPE OF VIRTUAL SCREENING IN 

DRUG DISCOVERY:  

Virtual screening, specifically the structure-based virtual screening emerges as a reliable, 

time-saving and cost-effective technique for the discovery of lead compounds, the basic 

idea and use of computational techniques for virtual screening is to discover drug-like 

candidates with desirable ADME / Tox-based properties. In the discovery process ‘the 

Lipinski rule of ‘5’ ROF is used to forecast the drug-likeness of compounds, it states that.  

1. A drug-like candidate should not contain more than 5 hydrogen bond donor 

groups such as nitrogen or oxygen atoms with one or more hydrogen atoms). 

2. A drug-like candidate should not contain more than 10 hydrogen bond acceptor 

groups of atom such as nitrogen or oxygen.  

3. A drug-like candidate should not possess molecular mass less than 500 Daltons. 

4. A drug-like candidate should not have octanol-water partition coefficient log P 

value greater than 5. 

 The poor absorption of drugs across the membrane appears when a drug-like candidate 

possesses more than 5 H bond donors, while hydrogen bond acceptor exceeds from 10 

H, the molecular weight (M. Wt) is more than 500 Dalton, while the octanol / water 

partition coefficient Log P (Clog P) is greater than 5 (or M log P) (16). Initially, careful 

filtering of data-base preparation is an essential and beneficial strategy to reduce the risk 

of false positive which subsequently improves a good, sensible and knowledge-based 

selection of compounds, which increase the possibility of true positive hit rates (17). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atoms
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atoms
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_mass_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_coefficient
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1.5. THREE DIMENSIONAL QUANTITATIVE STRUCTURE ACTIVITY 

RELATIONSHIP (3D-QSAR):  

Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) models used to develop and 

characterize a proposed relationship between biological activities and chemical structure 

of molecule and in a data-set of compounds. QSAR models are successfully applicable in 

the development of physico-chemical properties’ relationship between structural 

information of a compound with their biological activities for decades to obtain a 

collective, trustable statistical model for the prediction of new compound activities. The 

basic principle exists behind it that the variations in biological activities of compound 

appear due to the difference in chemical structural features of organic compounds. It 

includes all necessary statistical methods, by which biological activities are co-related 

with structural elemental features (Free Wilson analysis), physico-chemical properties, 

(Hansch analysis), or fields of (3D-QSAR). 3D-QSAR refers to the application of force 

field calculations, which require three-dimensional structures, e.g. structure should be 

based on protein crystallography or molecule cross-validation. It utilizes computed 

potentials, including training and test compounds. Lenard-Jones potential, instead of 

experimental constants and relates with the overall molecule rather than a single 

substituent (18). 

Mathematically, QSAR model can be explained as, 

Activity = f (physicochemical properties and / or structural properties) +Error 

The error appears due to model (bias) or observational variability, means, the variability 

showing in observations even in case of a correct true model.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_structure
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Model_error&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bias_of_an_estimator
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Various mathematical methods have been currently used for quantitative structure-

activity / property relationship (QSAR / QSPR) studies. Fortunately, frequently new 

methods and algorithms have been applied to the studies of QSAR / QSPR, such as Gene 

Expression Programming (GEP), Project Pursuit Regression (PPR) and Local Lazy 

Regression (LLR). At the same time, the previous methods, including Multiple Linear 

Regression (MLR), Partial Least Squares (PLS), Neural Networks (NN), and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) and so on, are being upgraded to improve their performance in 

QSAR / QSPR studies, including linear and non-linear statistics and machine learning. 

However, it is still a challenge for the researchers to choose suitable methods for 

modeling their systems. 

1.5.1. Essential requirements and objectives of QSAR studies:  

1. All the candidates should belong to a Co-generic similar series of compounds. 

2. All the candidates should exert the similar mechanism of action. 

3. All the candidates should be bound in a comparable manner. 

4. The effects of iso-steric replacement can be predicted. 

5. Binding affinity is correlated to interaction energies. 

6. Biological activities are correlated to binding affinity. 

7. All compounds activity data should be in same units of measurement Ki value is 

preferential then the IC50 data, due to its independency from the substrate 

concentration (19-20). 
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1.5.1.1. Advantages of 3D-QSAR:  

QSAR is important in the drug development process due to its quantitative estimation 

relating properties of compound with their biological activity. 

QSAR provides an efficient and cost-effective way of drug molecule’s transformation 

through In-silco designing and enhancement. 

1. It quantify the relationships between structure and activity. 

2. It can be used to predict the smart synthesis of novel chemical analogous. 

3. QSAR can also be useful to understand functional group’s interaction between the 

molecules of significant activity with those of their target. QSAR methods usually 

focus on the following goals,  

4. To increment the existing leads for improving biological activities. 

5. To increment the biological activities of non-biologically screened and sometimes 

yet unavailable compounds. 

1.5.1.2 3D-QSAR Limitations:  

A good QSAR model should be easily explainable as well as interpretable. It should be 

helpful to understand the mode of action of various data-sets of active compounds. False 

correlations may also appear due to biological data huge reliance, which usually neglects 

and considers being as an experimental error (21). 

1.5.2. Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA):  

Comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) is a versatile and powerful method in 

rational drug designing. CoMFA is used to determine three-dimensional quantitative 

structure-activity relationships (3D-QSAR). A standard CoMFA method based on the 
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selection of a bioactive conformation of individual compound then all the remaining 

structures are superimposed over it with the appropriate binding patterns of interaction to 

the target macromolecule. Then, the steric and the electrostatic fields of these molecules 

are calculated then energy values are analyzed by using the partial least-squares (PLS) 

statistical technique. A suitable and successful CoMFA model shows statistical 

significance, descriptive ability of variance in the biological activity of training set 

compounds and its predictive ability to search therapeutic potential in new libraries of 

compound (22). 

1.5.3. CoMFA Theory: 

Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA) is a 3D-QSAR technique that develops 

a relation between biological activities and shape of test molecules. The applied non-

covalent fields around tested molecules generate differences in a target property due to 

variation in the shape of fields. To put the shape of a molecular field into a QSAR table, 

the magnitudes of its steric (Lenard-Jones) and electrostatic (Columbic) fields are 

sampled at regular intervals throughout a defined region. The relative alignment of the 

individual molecule is the adjustable parameter in CoMFA properly aligned molecules 

have a comparable conformation and a similar orientation in Cartesian space. The QSAR 

model generation takes place by using PLS analysis of the data. The value of the resulting 

QSAR can be determined through the value of the cross validated r2 (from now on 

referred to as q2) reported by the PLS. If acceptable, CoMFA QSAR, re-derived in the 

final, non-cross validated form, can most easily be manipulated using various graphics 

techniques. Otherwise, the alignment of one or more molecules can be changed, or other 

parameters altered, and the analysis repeated. The acceptable good alignment is 
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performed by placing a molecule in the grid under the generating field, and then the 

remaining molecules are superimposed over it in the most suitable fashion by adjusting 

the torsion angle. Once a reliable QSAR model has been developed, then the prediction 

of new molecule’s biological property is more convenient and straight forward (22). 

1.5.4. Phases of CoMFA: 

Following are the common steps includes for CoMFA modeling   

1. A three-dimensional grid (1-2 Å space) is used to cover all of the active molecules 

taken under CoMFA analysis. 

2. Steric energy (Lennard-Jones potential) as well as electrostatic potential of an 

individual molecule is calculated at every grid point, by a probe of usually preferable 

atom (sp3-hybridized carbon with +1 charge). 

3. Minimization of dominant energy values regarding steric as well as electrostatic 

energy which should not to cross a specific value of (default 30 kcal / mol). 

4. To predict the biological activity from energy values partial least-squares (PLS) 

analysis is used in CoMFA. 

5. CoMFA models can be used to predict the activity of new inhibitors, while the 

CoMFA contour maps are extremely useful as a visual guide in the rational design of 

new inhibitors (Fig. 1.3). 
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Fig-1.3   CoMFA Contour plot, blue region indicating the H-bond donor, red the H-

bond acceptor, green sterically favorable region, and yellow showing the disfavored 

region (23). 

 

1.6. COMPARATIVE MOLECULAR SIMILARITY INDEX ANALYSIS 

(COMSIA): 

CoMSIA is a relatively new alternative molecular field analysis method comparative to 

CoMFA. By changing in molecular alignment it generates smoothly interpretable contour 

maps (24). Furthermore, in addition to the steric and electrostatic fields, CoMSIA, is 

peculiarly supposed to cover five different major properties, which are responsible for 

ligand-receptor binding, such as hydrogen-bond donor or acceptor properties, 

electrostatic properties due to the presence of charged species in molecules, hydrophobic 

regions, π-π stacking interactions due to aromatic rings as shown in ( Fig 1.4) (15). These 

properties are not available in standard CoMFA. On the other hand, CoMSIA applies a 

Gaussian-type function based on atomic distances’ measurements. Therefore, CoMSIA is 
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considered to develop more suitable and stable models comparative to CoMFA in 3D-

QSAR studies. CoMSIA with CoMFA mostly performs similarly to CoMFA regarding 

predicting capability, while sometimes it performs slightly better and sometimes 

incompetent than CoMFA. However, overall, it is an important addition towards the 3D-

QSAR studies (24). 

 

 

Fig-1.4 CoMSIA contour plot, indicating blue region for the H-bond donor, red the 

H-bond acceptor, yellow is hydrophobically favored and green sterically favorable 

region (24). 
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Chapter # 2 

Enzymes 
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2.1 ENZYMES INTRODUCTION: 

Enzymes are the biological catalyst. They can be define as follows 

“Enzyme is a protein and its property is due to its power of specific activation, which 

includes three ways of aspects, protein structure, catalytic efficiency and specificity” 

There are three major steps involve in enzymatic reactions, 

1. Substrate binding step. 

2. Reaction catalysis step. 

3.  Product dissociation step. 

Enzyme-Substrate complex and Enzyme-Product complex is the real complex formed 

during the enzyme-substrate catalysis reaction (25). 

2.2. ENZYME SPECIFICITY: 

Enzymatic catalyzed reactions are usually very specific that may involve,  enzyme-

substrates complementary shape, charge, hydrophobic / hydrophilic sites, and other 

characteristics of enzymes and substrates are responsible for their specificity. Enzymes 

can also show high levels of stereospecificity, regioselectivity and chemoselectivity.  

Enzyme specificity can be divided into the following four types 

2.2.1.  Absolute specificity: 

In absolute specificity, the enzyme catalyzes only one type of reaction. 

2.2.2. Group specificity: 

In group specificity, the enzyme acts only on specific functional groups of molecules, 

such as amino, phosphate and methyl groups. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stereospecificity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regioselectivity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemoselectivity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme#cite_note-21
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2.2.3. Linkage specificity:  

In linkage specificity, enzyme acts on a particular type of chemical bond irrespective to 

the remaining molecular structure. 

For, instance enzyme fructose 1,6-Bisphosphate Aldolase (is a part of the glycolytic 

pathway. The substrate is fructose 1, 6-bisphosphate, is cleaved and a specific bond is 

broken to produce dihydroxyacetone phosphate and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate. 

2.2.4. Stereo chemical specificity:  

In stereo-chemical specificity, enzymes are specifically acted at a specific optical isomer. 

For example a D-sugar specific enzyme, can only   break D-sugars but not L-sugars. 

2.3. CO-FACTORS: 

Co-factors are the non-protein part of enzyme, if it is organic in nature, then the enzyme 

is called as co-enzymes. Relatively, small molecules compared to the protein part of the 

enzyme work as co-factors. Common sources of co-enzymes are derived from vitamins, 

like NAD+ etc. (26). 

2.4. ENZYME INHIBITORS: 

The process of enzyme inhibition involves a molecule or drug which either slow-down or 

block its normal catalysis process. Enzymologist has classified enzyme-inhibition 

processes into following classes. 

Classes of enzyme inhibitors: 

1. Competitive inhibitor. 

2. Non-competitive inhibitor. 

3. Un-competitive inhibitor. 

4. Suicide inhibitor or mechanism based in activator. 
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2.4.1. Competitive inhibitor: 

In the Competitive inhibition process, the enzyme inhibitor binds directly with the active 

site of receptor and protects the substrate binding to the active site (Fig 2.1). It can be any 

compound, which nearly mimics to the chemical features and geometry of a substrate 

molecule. As a result, there is a competition between substrate and the inhibitor for the 

active site. Therefore, inhibitor interacts with the enzyme at the active site, but no 

reaction takes place. The inhibitor is “stuck” on the enzyme and protects any substrate 

molecules from reacting with the enzyme (27). 

 

Fig-2.1: Competitive inhibitor showing the binding at the active site (27). 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substrate_(biochemistry)
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2.4.2. Non-competitive inhibitor: 

In the Non-competitive inhibition process, the inhibitor decreases the activity of enzyme 

by binding equally well with the enzyme, or it has already bound to the substrate (28). A 

non-competitive inhibitor is a substance which interacts with the enzyme, usually not at 

the active site. Instead of that, it equally well binds to both free enzymes as well the 

enzyme-substrate complex. The enzyme-inhibitor binding occurs specifically at a distinct 

from the active site occupied by substrate, and induces to change the shape of enzyme as 

well as the active site too ( Fig 2.2). So, that the substrate cannot interact with the enzyme 

to catalyze a reaction. 

 

Fig-2.2: Non-competitive inhibitor showing the binding far from the active site, due 

to allosteric interaction (28). 
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2.4.3. Uncompetitive inhibitor: 

It is also referred to as an anti-competitive inhibition process, which occurs when the 

inhibitor binds only at the time of complex formation between enzyme and substrate  

(Fig. 2.3). It best works in the presence of high substrate concentration and it does not 

require the inhibitor structure which mimics with the substrate (29). 

 

Fig-2.3: Anti-competitive inhibitor showing the binding at E-S complex formation time (29). 

 

 

2.4.4. Irreversible inhibitor: 

In irreversible inhibition process, an inhibitor usually binds covalently at near or far from 

the active site; even the addition of more substrates cannot displace it. The inhibitor does 

covalent modification and inhibits irreversibly (Fig. 2.4) (30). 
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Fig-2.4: Irreversible inhibitor is showing the covalent modification on the receptor site (32). 

 

2.5. SERINE PROTEASE: 

Approximately one-third of all proteases enzyme are classified as serine proteases, so 

called due to the nucleophilic Ser residue presence at the active site of the enzyme (33).  

α-Chymotrypsin is an endo-peptidase enzyme which was first extracted from the bovine 

pancreas by kunitz and Northrop. It is a specific digestive enzyme that performs 

proteolysis, which breaks down protein in the small intestine. It exists in an in-active 

chymotrypsinogen form which becomes active into (Chymotrypsin) by trypsin enzyme. It 

catalyses the hydrolysis of peptide bonds in a protein, preferably at the carboxyl terminal 

of Tyr (Tyr-X), Phe (Phe-X), Trp(Trp-X), when X is not proline. It also catalyses the 

hydrolysis of peptide bonds at the carboxyl terminal of other amino acids, specifically 

leu, and Met (34).  
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2.5.1. α-Chymotrypsin Enzyme: 

α-Chymotrypsin enzyme belongs to the serine protease family serine peptidases, so called 

due to the presence of serine catalytic residue, part of the largest group of peptidases, 

with catalytic triad, Ser195, Asp194 and His57 ( Fig.2.5). The first well-explained serine 

peptidases mechanism of action was initially established by Bender and his co-workers in 

the 1960s with the help of kinetic studies of chymotrypsin.                                  

 

Fig-2.5: MOE derived dock pose from PDB I.D 2P80, in which ligand benzohydroxy 

vanadium (BVA) metal complex with α-chymotrypsin showing interactions with 

catalytic traid Ser195, while His57 surrounds it, Gly193, Ser195, Cyst194, Ser217, 

Gly216 shows interactions with conserved H2O molecules. 
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2.6. CONVERSION OF IN-ACTIVE CHYMOTRYPSINOGEN INTO 

ACTIVE FORM OF CHYMOTRYPSIN: 

Chymotrypsinogen is the precursor of chymotrypsin, synthesized in the pancreas. 

Chymotrypsinogen is enzymatically inactive. It is cleaved by trypsin into two parts that 

remains inter-linked through di-sulphide S-S bond. Separated chymotrypsinogen 

molecules activate each other by eliminating two small peptides in a trans-proteolysis 

fashion. In this way, a three-polypeptide chymotrypsin molecule is produced, which 

remains inter-linked through the di-sulfide bonds (34). 

2.6.1. Mechanism of action: 

Chymotrypsin is a proteolysis (serine protease) enzyme, which acts in the digestive 

system of organism, including mammals, and cleaves the peptide bonds via hydrolysis 

reaction, tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine, leucine and methionine, are the main 

substrates of chymotrypsin, which are cleaved at the carboxyl terminal. It also perform 

the hydrolysis of in-vitro amide bonds, and other amide bonds in a polypeptide chain 

with slower rates, specifically which contains methionine and leucine at the P1 position 

(1). N-acetyl-L-phenylalanine p-nitro phenyl amide is used as a substrate for 

chymotrypsin enzyme bio-assays (35).  

Chymotrypsin cleave’s peptide bonds by the nucleophilic attack of serine195 residue on 

carbonyl carbon, which forms a covalent bond with the substrate, and produces an 

enzyme-substrate tetrahedral intermediate complex along with the catalytic triad of active 

site amino acid residues such as Ser195, Asp102 and His57 (36). 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chymotrypsinogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trypsin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peptide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disulfide_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrolysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tryptophan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrosine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenylalanine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leucine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methionine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methionine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leucine
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2.6.2. Catalytic triad: 

The active site amino acid residues (catalytic triad) of α-chymotrypsin consist of, Ser195, 

Asp102 and His57.  In the first step of a proteolysis mechanism, His57 abstracts a proton 

from the Ser195 OH, and produces O- nucleophilic specie, which attacks the carbonyl 

carbon of peptide. In the second step, the negative charge resides at the carbonyl oxygen 

and form hydrogen bonding with the backbone NH groups of Ser195 and Gly193. It is 

known as oxyanion hole (37-38) (Fig 2.6). 

2.6.3. The Oxyanion hole: 

Amino acid Ser195 and Gly193 NH group generates oxyanion hole. It actually produces 

a positive charge pocket which ultimately activates the carbonyl carbon of readily cut-

able peptide bond and stabilizes the negatively charged oxyanion of tetrahedral 

intermediate complex. The oxyanion hole remains linked structurally with the catalytic 

triad as well as amino acid His57 and Asp102 through the salt bridge with Ser195 (37). 

We now have a tetrahedral intermediate structure in an enzymatic mechanism (Fig 2.6). 
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Fig-2.6: Oxyanion hole (37). 
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2.6.4. Catalytic cleavage mechanism: 

During the hydrolysis of proteins by α-chymotrypsin enzyme, the catalytic traid Ser195, 

His57 and Asp102 amino acids are involved in the reaction, in which His57 acts as a 

base, which act as a catalyst for proton transfer. Ser195 acts as a nucleophile, and attacks 

the peptide carbonyl carbon as a Ser alkoxide equivalent, Asp102, orients the His57 side 

chain through H-bond then activates the Ser195. Following are the steps involved during 

hydrolysis process.  

Step #1 Enzyme Acylation: 

In this step the activated Ser195 acts as a nucleophile which attacks the peptide bond and 

form a tetrahedral intermediate adduct, which subsequently cleaves and releases the acyl 

enzyme complex as well as amine product (Fig. 2.7). 
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Fig-2.7: Step 1, Mechanism of acyl–enzyme formation and amine formation (37). 
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Step # 2 Acid product formations, Enzyme deacylation: 

In the second step OH
-

 attacks on their acyl-enzyme complex and forms a tetrahedral 

intermediate which subsequently cleaves and releases the products and catalytic traids as 

well (37) (Fig. 2.8.). 
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Fig-2.8: Showing mechanism of enzyme-deacylation and acid product formation in 

step 2 (37). 
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2.6.5. Overall cleavage mechanism: 

 

The overall protein hydrolysis mechanism are as follows ( Fig 2.9). 
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Fig-2.9: It describing the overall hydrolysis cleavage mechanism of protein by the     

catalytic traid (Ser195, His57 and Asp102) of α-Chymotrypsin (37). 
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2.7.  DISORDERS RELATED TO THE OVER-EXPRESSION OF 

α-CHYMOTRYPSIN: 

There are several GIT disorders, related to the over-expression of α-chymotrypsin 

enzyme. Such as crohan's disease, gestro oesophagal reflux disease (GERD), acute 

pancreatitis, etc. 

2.7.1.  GERD (gestroesophagel reflux disease): 

 

Fig-2.10: GERD showing Acid reflux in GIT (39). 

Gestrointestinal reflux disease (GERD) is a very common disorder which occurs more 

frequently in older people. Generally, it affects the older patients for a long time period. It 

often appears along with more severe GERD, conditions, including erosive esophagitis, 

peptic stricture, and Barrett's esophagus, a premalignant condition, these all makes the 

treatment comparatively more complex in older patients. However, usually not life-

threatening, Gastro esophageal reflux disease (GERD, or acid reflux disease is the cause 

http://ukpmc.ac.uk/abstract/MED/9848819/?whatizit_url=http://ukpmc.ac.uk/search/?page=1&query=%22GERD%22
http://ukpmc.ac.uk/abstract/MED/9848819/?whatizit_url=http://ukpmc.ac.uk/search/?page=1&query=%22erosive%20esophagitis%22
http://ukpmc.ac.uk/abstract/MED/9848819/?whatizit_url=http://ukpmc.ac.uk/search/?page=1&query=%22Barrett%27s%20esophagus%22
http://ukpmc.ac.uk/abstract/MED/9848819/?whatizit_url=http://ukpmc.ac.uk/search/?page=1&query=%22premalignant%20condition%22
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due to mucosal lining damage of stomach when acid comes up from the stomach into 

the esophagus (40) (Fig. 2.10). Gastroesophageal reflux is a normal phenomenon. Which 

occurs usually after taking meal, however, delaying duration of acid reflux develops due 

to acid contact with the esophageal lining, which subsequently leads to cause 

inflammation of the esophagus. Furthermore, causes of GERD and heartburn are 

including dehydration; growth of microbes in gastro intestinal tract, imbalance of 

antioxidants, non-sufficient digestive enzymes and mucus secretion, food intolerance or 

allergy. Enduring persistence of Gastro-esophageal Reflux Disease GERD may lead to 

develop esophagus damage. Untreatable GERD converts into an ulcer, resulting in 

narrowing of the esophagus, causes painful swallowing. It is also assumed that GERD 

damages the teeth, vocal cords and may even cause asthma (40-42). 

 2.7.2.  Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and Crohn’s Disease: 

 
 

Fig-2.11: Depicting the inflammation in IBD (43). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mucosa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stomach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esophagus
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Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) relates with a sequence of inflammatory conditions of 

the colon and small intestine (Fig.2.11).  Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis (UC) are 

the main types of IBD. Crohn's disease and UC are quite similar on the basis of 

symptoms but the difference lies as in case of crohn's disease the affected organs 

are gastrointestinal tract, from mouth to anus while in contrast, UC is limited up to 

colon and the rectum.  Furthermore, Crohn's disease and UC have some extra-intestinal 

symptoms, including liver problems, arthritis, skin manifestations and eye problems. The 

most common symptoms are abdominal pain, diarrhea, rectal bleeding, weight loss and 

fever (44-46). 

2.7.3. Pancreatitis: 

 

Fig-2.12: Showing the inflammation in pancreatitis (47). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflammation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colon_(anatomy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Small_intestine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crohn%27s_disease
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ulcerative_colitis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gastrointestinal_tract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mouth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colon_(anatomy)
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Inflammation of the pancreas causes pancreatitis. When the pancreatic enzymes 

(especially trypsin) which are responsible to digest food become activated in the pancreas 

instead of the small intestine results to develop pancreatitis as mentioned in (Fig. 2.12). It 

may be acute, ends in few days or chronic, which may sustain for many years and leads 

to develop pancreatic necrosis and concomitant multi-organ failure. It has multiple causes 

and symptoms, which may include, upper abdominal pain that radiates into the back, 

swollen abdomen, fever, nausea, increased heart rate, in case of chronic condition, weight 

loss may be the additional symptom (48). Acute pancreatitis can be a mild nature, disease 

or may be quite severe and becomes life-threatening identified with different failure of 

organs, if untreatable, then leads to cause multisystem organs failure. The mortality rate 

for acute pancreatitis has reported from 10% to 25%, while in case of chronic 

pancreatitis, it reaches up to 30%, efficacious and reliable treatment for acute pancreatitis 

is not satisfactory and limited. While the most explainable pathogenic mechanism of 

acute pancreatitis, includes autodigestion and acute inflammation of the pancreas due to 

the activation of proteases of the pancreas and acute inflammatory cells (49). Thus, 

protease (α-chymotrypsin) inhibitors have been considered to be a potential treatment to 

inhibit the pancreatic inflammation in acute pancreatitis (50). 

2.8. α-CHYMOTRYPSIN INHIBITORS: 

Numerous inhibitors of serine proteases have been reported during the past three decades. 

Among them, coumarin and iso-coumrin type molecules are the potent one towards 

various serine proteases, which strongly inhibit the serine protease. They act as either 

suicide or alternate substrate inhibitors. Coumarin, iso-coumarin and its chloro and amide 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflammation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pancreas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trypsin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acute_pancreatitis
http://www.webmd.com/pain-management/guide/abdominal-pain-causes-treatments
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derivatives has been reported as potent serine protease inhibitors. While halomethyl 

dihydrocoumarins have been reported as the first general suicide inhibitor (51).  

 Moreover, the selectivity towards a particular serine protease can be increased by 

changing the nature of substituent on either the coumarin or the iso-coumarin ring. 

2.8.1. Reported inhibitors: 

There are many inhibitors of different classes of compounds have been reported so far, 

from synthetic and natural product rout against α-chymotrypsin enzyme, such as, 

coumarins, lactones, substituted lactones hyperneols A, and B, etc (51-54).( Table 3.1)  
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2.8.2 Structures of Known Inhibitors Data-Set: 

Table 2.1: 

Showing the structures of various classes of α-chymotrypsin reported inhibitors, 

including caumarins, iso-caumarin derivatives, oxozolone derivatives, lactone 

derivatives and allyl benzene derivatives. 

 

Coumarins and iso-coumarin derivatives 
IC50 ± 

SEMa 

(µM) 

Oxazolone derivatives 

IC50 ± 

SEMa 

(µM) 
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17.03± 0.78 
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154.00 2 
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3 

 

494.00 3 
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20.53 4 

 

126.57± 

1.06 
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Allyl benzene derivatives  Lactone derivatives  

1 

 

736.0 1 

 

50.00 

2 

 

805.0 2 

 

46.16 

3 

 

61.32 3 

 

19.01 

4 

 

3.62 
4 

 

12.96 
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3.1 VIRTUAL SCREENING (VS) IN DRUG DISCOVERY: 

Virtual screening is emerging as an important computational based high-throughput 

screening technique, used to identify novel drug-like candidates which are further utilized 

in leads and drug discovery process. It associates with the fast search of the huge number 

of chemical compound libraries for identifying and selecting the most promising 

candidates, which tightly binds to a drug target, typically a protein receptor or enzyme. 

There is a broad range of equally worthful protocols, which are available to screen data-

bases for lead identification. There are various methods and software packages available 

to target and conduct fast structure-based or ligand-based virtual screening. However, 

generally the understandings towards the applications and limitations of these 

methodologies are not increasing rapidly comparatively for the developments of different 

strategy. Therefore, it is very important of various protocols in comparison with practical 

examples for strengthen and applications of various methods. Computational chemistry 

and molecular modeling popularity are advancing day by day because it provides 

important tool which assists to predict the small, drug-like molecules binding with the 

receptor in the way use to increase the efficiency of biological screening, and also help to 

select the compounds for bio-assay screening testing. By using high-throughput screening 

(HTS) (Fig. 3.1), majority of drug candidates has been developed and currently docking 

and pharmacophore-based searching algorithms has become a reliable and major source 

of lead molecules identification in the drug discovery process (55). Virtual screening 

depends on the availability of knowledge regarding receptors, and its X-ray co-

crystallizes structure bound with ligand. Therefore, it can be further divided into two 

categories, structure-based, and ligand-based virtual screening (Fig. 3.2). 
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Fig-3.1 Rational drug designing approach by CADD (9). 

 

3.1.1.  Importance of Virtual screening  

Virtual screening is helpful in various ways, for-instance,  

1. Which compounds need to go for in-vitro screening.  

2. Which libraries of compound need to be synthesized. 

3. Which compounds need to be purchased from an external source. 

 

3.1.2.  Advantages of Virtual screening  

1. It is the fastest technique used to hit the lead candidates. 

2. It is cost-effective as well as time saving. 

3. Hits are readily available for in-vitro screening. 
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Work-Flow of Virtual Screening:-

Ligand-
Based

V.S

Structure
-Based 

V.S

In-Vitro-
screening

 

Fig-3.2 Showing the schematic work flow of Virtual Screening (VS) with two major 

classes structure-based and ligand-based strategy (44). 

 

3.2. SELECTION CRITERIA FOR DRUG-LIKE COMPOUNDS: 

 Sir Christopher Lipinski was the first who identified that drugs have certain physico-

chemical and structural properties in a certain range. He states about drug-like 

compounds that, those compounds which posses’ appreciable ADME / Tox properties 

(Fig. 3.3) and have potential to keep survive till the successful completion of clinical 

Phase-I trials. Almost 70% of drugs follow these criteria. Drug-likeness property is 

equally effective for advancing already potent compounds in the drug discovery effort. 
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Lead optimization step of chemical libraries are based on the perception of the drug-

likeness of a molecule. Statistical descriptors are used to derive drug-likeness of various 

data-bases. Therefore, it is preferentially useful to evaluate the drug-likeness selection of 

different data-bases such as screening libraries, combinatorial libraries, or virtual 

libraries rather than a single compound (56).  

 

Fig-3.3 Showing the drug ability criteria of compounds based on the Absorption, 

Metabolism, Distribution and Excretion (ADME) properties (57). 

 

3.3. DRUG-LIKE PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES: 

Drug-like candidates may be defined as those compounds which possess sufficiently 

acceptable adsorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) properties as well 

as sufficiently acceptable toxicity profile to survive through the completion of human 

Phase I clinical trials. Compounds that survive through Phase-I clinical trial and 

undergoes into Phase-II clinical efficacy studies as well. The ADME chemistry space is 

Distribution 
 

Metabolism 

 

Excretion 

 

Absorption 

ADME 
Properties 

 

Cytochrome P450 Plasma Protein 
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much simpler than pharmacological target chemistry space. Because of simple filters and 

rules work for ADME / Tox. Medicinal drugs in solution behave as weak acids, weak 

bases, or sometimes as both weak acids and weak bases. Which are characterized as 

indicated by their pKa and pKb values. Counting of rotatable bonds is mostly worked as a 

useable filter which describes that the presence of more than 10 rotatable bonds correlates 

with decreasing oral bioavailability in rat. Quantitative basis of these filters is not clear at 

in-vivo level but, for the in-vitro screening, the filter works appreciably due to ligand 

affinity reduces up to 0.5 kcal on average for each two rotatable bonds (58). 

3.4 IMPORTANT FACTORS FOR SUCCESSFUL VIRTUAL 

SCREENING (VS): 

It is general observation that the virtual screening methods or computational software 

tools do not always perform predictable good against a particular target receptor; there is 

always some uncertainty, remains. Despite all the latest available methodologies, there is 

still not a gold standard established for protein-ligand docking against a target receptor. 

Although in some cases homology modeling is preferable and useful for conducting 

virtual screening usually by combining with structure-based as well as pharmacophore-

based virtual screening (59). 

3.4.1. Important factors: 

1. Removal of reactive, unstable, higher molecular weight compounds according to 

rule of five (ROF) and Reos filter or other filters from screening data-base. 

2. Use available information of receptor protein such as X-ray Co-crystallize 

structure, with appropriate resolution to decide the type of virtual screening to be 

conducted. 
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3. Selection of suitable docking software, for the experiment, in case of structure-

based virtual screening and its validation against a specific target receptor. 

Different scoring function has different capability to determine the binding 

affinity properties. 

4. Benchmarking experiments are initially used to find out the performance of 

scoring functions against a specific target receptor. For instance, in a benchmark 

experiment, a set of 16 scoring function was tested, and it was found that a 

knowledge-based SF (59), namely IT Score and Drug Score, outperformed the 

other methods. Therefore, empirical and knowledge-based SFs are reported to 

have higher experimental affinities and success rates comparative to the force-

field based methods. 

3.5. TYPES OF VIRTUAL SCREENING (VS): 

There are two major classes of virtual screening depends on the availability of required 

information of receptor / enzyme data. When the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the 

target receptor / enzyme is available then structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) is the 

method of choice. Where docking is performed by using low energy computationally 

generated conformations of small molecules binding with the receptor structure, in a 

variety of positions, and orientations. In the absence of structural required information of 

the receptor or enzyme, LBVS is the choice of method, which is based on structural 

similarity search between known and potential active ligands with  collected compound 

data-set. The rationale is that the molecules which share some structural similarity may 

possess the similar therapeutic potential. Some methods use information from a known 
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active ligand as a query to extract structurally similar compounds from large data-bases 

(60). 

3.5.1. Structure-based or Receptor-based Virtual screening (VS): 

In receptor-based virtual screening (RBVS), the 3D available structure of target receptor / 

enzyme protein is required for screening a 3D data-base of ligands by using docking with 

various docking software to measure the binding strength for identifying therapeutic 

potential of lead candidates. Docking and scoring algorithms are used to generate best 

binding poses of ligands sub-set against the target receptor and predicts their binding 

affinity patterns, and retrieves the highest score ligands. Identification of new molecules 

with significant binding affinity of the protein receptor is the major goal of a drug 

discovery process, and for this purpose, virtual screening has been using as a fastest 

technique for improving the efficiency of drug discovery process regarding time as well 

as cost (61-62). 

3.5.1.1. Molecular docking:  

In the molecular docking phenomenon computationally various representations of small 

molecule binding to a target structure generated on different positions, conformations and 

orientations. Each such docking mode is known as “docked pose” (Fig. 3.4). In ‘pose 

prediction’ process the order of arranging the energetically most favorable pose, is 

evaluated (‘scored’) depends on it’s complementarily to the target receptor with respect 

to their shape and properties such as electrostatics. A good score indicates the strength of 

binding affinity with the target receptor. And considered as the ruling technology in 

structure-based computer-aided drug design. Docking is used to predict the preferred 

orientation of one molecule to its receptor over a second molecule during ligand-receptor 
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stable complex formation. Knowledge regarding the most stable preferable conformation 

in turn may be used to predict the strength of association or binding affinity between two 

molecules using, for example, scoring functions. Lead molecules discovery through 

searching of ligand data-bases with molecular docking studies represents an attractive 

alternative towards high-throughput random screening. The size of commercial data-base 

imposes severe computational constraints on molecular docking, compromising the level 

of calculation detail permitted for each putative ligand. We describe alternative 

philosophies, for docking which effectively address this challenge, with respect to the 

dynamic aspects of molecular recognition (63). These strategies lie along a spectrum of 

models bounded by the Lock-and-key (Fig. 3.4) and Induced-fit models for ligand-

protein binding (Fig 3.5). 

 

Fig-3.4 Lock and key model showing the ligand receptor binding with the active site 

in molecular docking (64). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supramolecular_chemistry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissociation_constant#Protein-ligand_binding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scoring_functions_for_docking
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We explore the potential of a rigid ligand-receptor model in exploiting species specificity 

and of a tolerant model in predicting absolute ligand binding affinity. 

 

Fig-3.5 Ligand receptor binding poses depicting from less fit to best fit approach 

(65). 

 

3.5.1.2. Scoring functions (SFs): 

Scoring functions are certain physical parameters based on mathematical calculations use 

to estimate the binding affinity between receptor and ligand. During the docking process, 

they serve as fitness functions in the optimization of ligand orientation and conformation, 

as well as for comparison with other molecules; they are used to estimate the binding 

affinity for the completely docked molecules. Scoring functions cannot be expected to 

give accurate affinity prediction mathematical values. However, they should recognize 
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solutions displaying good steric and electrostatic complementarity between receptor and 

ligand (66). 

 Force-field. 

 Empirical.  

 Knowledge-based functions.  

In addition to this, a fourth kind of scoring function based on the consensus of the above 

three types, it is also widely applicable.  

3.5.1.2.1. Force field based Scoring function:  

Force field based scoring functions are used to estimate the binding affinities through the 

summation strength of intermolecular Van der Waals and electrostatic interactive forces 

existing in the ligand-protein complex. While the intramolecular energy as well as strain 

energy between the ligand-protein complexes is also considered. Mostly, force field 

based scoring functions only consider a single protein conformation, which removes the 

calculations of internal protein-ligand energy, and significantly simplifies the scoring 

values. There are various force-fields based scoring functions, which comprise of 

numerous force fields set of parameters, For example, GScore26 is based on the Tripos 

force field 26 and AutoDock45 on the AMBER force field46.  

3.5.1.2.2. Empirical Scoring function: 

These are the scoring functions which contains the counting of different types of ligand-

protein binding interactive patterns in the complexes. They are basically design on the 

basis of binding energy calculations by sum up of every non-correlated term. 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS is used to find out the coefficient of various terms. Through 

experimentally determined binding energy and, potentially, X-ray structural information. 

http://ru.wikidoc.org/index.php?title=Force_field&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force_field_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strain_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strain_energy
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The coefficients of the scoring function are usually fit using multiple linear regression 

methods. Empirical scoring function may include non-enthalpy values, which are entropy 

based terms to calculate the binding of rotatable bonds in ligands. These interaction terms 

may include, for instance. 

1) Hydrophobic / hydrophobic interactions synergy (favorable), 

2) Hydrophobic / hydrophilic interactions (unfavorable), 

3) Number of hydrogen bonds presence (significantly contribute towards binding 

affinity, especially if surrounded by solvent molecules) 

4) Number of rotatable bonds static in the complex (unfavorable entropy 

contribution of conformations). 

3.5.1.2.3. Knowledge-based Scoring function: 

Knowledge-based scoring function is known as statistical potential, and uses the 

information regarding experimental structures rather than binding energies. It is based on 

statistical observations of intermolecular close contacts in large 3D data-bases (Protein 

Data Bank PDB) potentials of mean force PMF are used to find out the presence of 

intermolecular forces of attraction between specific functional groups or atoms that exists 

often more frequently than the random distribution which is energetically more stable and 

therefore, contributes favorably towards binding affinity (67).  

3.5.1.2.4. Consensus Scoring function: 

 The consensus scoring function is the sum of all scoring functions (or equivalent to 

average them). Although the values generated by various scoring functions are in the 

form of some kind of energies, they are not, in fact, appropriate. So a rank converter is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_regression
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrophobe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrophile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conformational_entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_Data_Bank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_Data_Bank
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used for individual set of score in the way the lowest rank configuration given to the most 

stable ligand. The ranks given to each of the scoring function consider then add up to 

give a rank-sum. In this way consensus scoring, function combines the information from 

different scoring functions and generates a single scoring function which possesses 

improve the probability of true ligands identification. Commonly used consensus scoring 

strategies include vote-by-number, number-by-number, rank-by-number, average rank, 

linear combination, Examples of consensus scoring are MultiScore, 112 X-Cscore, 30 

GFscore, 113 SCS, 114 and SeleX-CS (68). 

3.6. DOCKING PROGRAMS AND ALGORITHMS: 

Classifications of docking programs are mainly based upon their searching algorithms, 

which are based on specific parameters and significantly useful to predict the 

conformations. Docking algorithms can be classified into two main categories based on 

the flexibility of ligand or receptor.  

(a) Rigid-protein docking. 

(b) Flexible protein docking 

3.6.1. Rigid protein docking: 

Docking methods, which are presently using in academic and industrial research all 

assume a rigid protein (Fig. 3.6). Most common frequently using docking programs are, 

Auto dock, GOLD, FlexX, FRED, Glide, ligplot etc. These docking soft wares calculate 

the binding affinities of flexible small organic ligands to a rigid biological receptor in the 

form of scoring functions (69). Linux clusters have the faster computing ability over 

networked PCs for virtual screening. This tremendously increases the in-silico high- 

throughput screening up to 100,000 compounds / day (70).  
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Fig-3.6 Dock pose of a ligand bound with its receptor (70). 

 

3.7. FLEXIBLE PROTEIN DOCKING: 

Flexible receptors treatment in docking is one of the most challenging issues in docking 

phenomena. Ligands with low energy conformations are generated without receptor and 

subsequently docked or may be conformations are generated in the presence of the 

receptor binding cavity (71). or complete rotational flexibilities of each dihedral angle 

through fragment based docking are often used to select energetically stable 

conformations, knowledge-based methods are also used in which a single protein adopts 

different conformations depend upon which ligand binds with it, hence docking for the 

ligands which preferentially binds to a protein with different conformations of protein 

comparatively to with those of a single conformation (72). 
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3.8. DOCKING SOFTWARES: 

There are many docking softwares available, some are as follows. 

3.8.1. Auto dock:  

Auto dock uses Monte Carlo simulated annealing and Lamarkian genetic algorithum to 

create a set of possible conformers for protein-ligand docking with improved binding 

affinity calculations. It has been used successfully for the discovery of several drugs, 

including HIV-1 integrase inhibitors, and available free of cost for academic institutions 

and industrial research. Its improved version Auto dock vina 4 is available which 

contains; a force field based scoring function known as auto dock (73). 

3.8.2. DOCK:  

Software DOCK is used to predict the protein-DNA complexes and protein-protein 

binding posses. It searches the data-bases of compound binds tightly with DNA, as well 

as also used to search enzyme inhibitors and considered as the oldest and best known 

docking program. It creates all possible orientations of ligand and ranks it by using its 

three scoring functions, chemscore, GB / SA and SA solvation scoring (73).  It is freely 

accessible for academic use and available at UNIX workstations. 

3.8.3. Flex X:  

Flex X Docking program is also used to predict the geometry and estimates the binding 

affinity of protein-ligand complex respectively. It provides better estimation for root 

mean square deviation (RMSD) calculations for correctly predict binding modes and rank 

the ligands by using the scoring functions Flex X score, PLP, Screen score and drug score 

(73). 
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3.8.4. Glide:  

Glide docking program is also a rapid and authentic docking program, which deals with 

various issues, ranges from rapid screening of data-base to highly accurate docking, and 

as a result ultimate reduction of huge data-base into few drug-like candidates which 

binds efficiently to the target receptor. It has Glide Score scoring function that used to 

select 30 poses for each ligand, and available free of cost for academic institutions and 

industrial research (74).  

3.8.5. GOLD (Genetic Optimization for Ligand Docking): 

GOLD docking software is based on genetic algorithm method. 

GOLD docking software peculiar features may include. 

 Genetic algorithm (GA) is used for protein-ligand docking.  

 Hermes provides an interactive docking with full ligand flexibility. 

 It provides an inclusive set-up wizard for docking.  

 It provides partial protein flexibility, with protein backbone and side chain 

flexibility up to ten amino acid residues.  

 It provides a facility of multiple modes of the same or different proteins. 

 It has energy functions with information of partly based conformations and non-

bonded contact. 

 It has various constraint options with better handling of flexible ring, and metal 

coordination geometries control.  

 It can automatically consider the cavity of bound water molecules.  

http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/products/life_sciences/hermes
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 Automatic derivation of GA settings for particular ligands.  

 It has various scoring functions including Gold-Score, Chem-Score, Piecewise 

Linear Potential (PLP) and Astex Statistical Potential (ASP) (75). 

3.8.6. FRED (Fast Rigid Exhaustive Docking): 

FRED docking program based on multiple conformations of ligand binding into a single 

receptor by using an exhaustive search which searches rotation and translations of every 

conformer of the ligand systematically in the active site of protein receptor, and performs 

a non-stochastic exhaustive systematic evaluation of all ligand-protein docked poses 

within the protein active site, It comprises of eight scoring functions name as Chemgauss-

2, Chemgauss-3, shape gauss, PLP, Screen score, Chem-score, OE-chemscore and 

Consensus scoring function. 

Important features of FRED software includes, 

FRED generates a negative image of receptor active site for quick filtering of the ligand-

protein dock poses which clashes with the protein or binds too far from the active site. 

Top ranked dock poses at first converts into density fields, which then average together to 

generate the final shape potential field. For this transformation of a dock pose into the 

density field, every atom treats with a spherical Gaussian density distribution, and each 

pose weight is measured by the shape score and overall rank of pose (76). By using these 

parameters of ligand sampling gives satisfactory conformational space, which is docked 

as rigid body on the active site (77). 

  

http://www.eyesopen.com/docs/oedocking/current/html/fred.html#fred
http://www.eyesopen.com/docs/oedocking/current/html/receptor.html#receptor-theory
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3.9. MULTIPLE ACTIVE SITE CORRECTION:  

Multiple active site correction, or MASC, method is used to correct an error of scoring 

functions by comparing the score of each ligand with the target protein receptor to the 

same ligand score with different standard protein targets. Mathematically 

Sij¢ = (Sij - íi)/ói 

Where Sij¢ is the modified score, 

Sij is the score for liagnd i in the receptor site j 

íi and ói are the mean and the standard deviation of Sij for molecule i against all active 

sites j (78). 

 

3.10. DOCKING OF IN-HOUSE DATA BASE AGAINST α-

CHYMOTRYPSIN:         

3.10.1. Experimental methodology:  

3.10.2. X-ray structure of receptor protein α-Chymotrypsin:  

The 3D X-ray co-crystallize structure of bovine α-chymotrypsin bound with 

benzohydroxy vanadium metal complex ligand in (PDB I.d 2P8O) with 1.50 Å 

resolution, was selected for docking, in which ligand BVA is interacting with amino acid 

residues, Gly193, Ser195 of catalytic traid, Cys191, His578, Ser190, Gly216, Tryp215 

(79) ( Fig. 3.7). 
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Fig-3.7 Benzohydroxy vanadium (BVA) metal complex showing H-bonding 

interactions between amino acid residues, Gly193, Ser195, Cys191, His578, Ser190, 

Gly216, and Tryp215 (79). 

 

3.10.3 Selection and preparation of protein:  

The selection of protein (α-chymotrypsin) particular structure for docking was done on 

the basis of protein-ligand complex resolution in the co-crystallize structure. PDB I.D of 

protein co-crystallize ligand 2P8O was used to perform docking, with BVA 

(benzohydroxy vanadium metal complex) bound ligand of resolution (1.50) Å.  

3.10.4. Catalytic residues:  

Catalytic traid residues include His57, Ser195 and Asp102. Apart from catalytic traid 

residues some other interactive residues have also been reported, which non-covalently 
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interacts with ligand like Gly193, Ser195, Cys191, His578, Ser190, Gly216, Tryp215.  

3.10.5.  Reported inhibitors data-Set: 

We selected around 95 reported known inhibitors of α-chymotrypsin from different 

classes of compound like, lactones, coumrins, oxazolone, easter type of coumarins etc 

(51-53). All of the compound’s 2D mol format structures were converted into 3D mol2 

formats. Software sybyl 7.3 version was used to correct the atom type, H-atoms were 

added to the ligands and generated lowest energy most stable conformer of each ligand. 

3.10.6.  In-house decoy set of compounds:  

We obtained 9,303 compounds from the in-house data-base of International Centre for 

Chemical and Biological Sciences (ICCBS), which comprises of synthetic, semi-

synthetic and natural product-based compounds. All the molecules were initially filtered 

to obtain drug-like candidates by using software Molecular Operating Environment 

(MOE). Filter removed all of those compounds which deviate from Lipinski rule of five 

and follows drug ability criteria. Finally, 8,262 drug-like filtered molecules were 

obtained, which furthermore, used for docking via using GOLD and FRED docking 

software. 

3.10.7.  Docking with GOLD (Genetic Optimization of Ligand Docking): 

Molecular docking of 8,262 compounds was performed by using GOLD docking 

software low energy conformer of data-base was generated by using Omega 2.3.2 

(OpenEye Scientific Software) which generated 200, conformations of each ligand. These 

ligands were used to dock on the provided active site of α-chymotrypsin by hermes which 

loaded the protein receptor from PDB I.d 2P8O, then hydrogen was added, and deleted 
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water molecules from protein, The experiment was carried out by selecting the binding 

site. Binding site was selected by deleting the ligand bound from ligand-protein co-

crystallize complex, and a fitness default function was selected, to conduct the 

experiment, after completion of docking two files of Chem-score and Gold-score scoring 

functions were generated for each ligand, which furthermore, used to calculate the 

enrichment factor by using known actives. Two scoring functions Gold-score and Chem-

score give different value to each ligand bound with the active site of α-chymotrypsin 

enzyme. By using Gold-score and Chem-score values of known inhibitors, we calculated 

the enrichment factor for 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20 % respectively of decoy set of 

compounds. We did not get appreciable results of enrichment factor. Therefore, we used 

another docking software FRED. 

3.10.8.  Docking with FRED (Fast Rigid Exhaustive Docking) software:  

Molecular docking of 8,262 compounds was performed by using FRED docking software 

with the help of commandline receptor_setup -protein protein.mol2 -bound_ligand 

bound_ligand.mol2.The software comprises of eight scoring functions. During docking 

unfortunately fourteen molecules were failed. Therefore, 8,248 molecules were 

successfully docked on the active site with different binding affinities (non-covalent 

forces of interactions) Docked results were analyzed for each scoring function, and then 

enrichment factor was calculated. PLP scoring function was found to be the most 

enriched in the whole in-house data set. However, for 5% of the data-base shape gauss 

was the dominant. List of the scoring functions along with representing specific binding 

affinities are as follows. 
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Chemgauss-2: 

The Chemgauss-2 scoring function successfully deals with the sum of the following 

potentials, which are based on smooth Gaussian functions. 

Shape: 

Shape based interactions present between all heavy atoms. 

Hydrogen Bond: 

Hydrogen bonding interactions favorably exist between polar hydrogens and lone pairs 

and a mild repulsion between donor heavy atoms and acceptor heavy atoms (which tends 

to make the hydrogen bonds linear). 

Aromatic ring: 

Aromatic ring interactions exist between aromatic atoms and the π-electron positions as 

well as repulsive aromatic atom to aromatic atom and π-electron to π-electron 

interactions. 

Chemgauss-3: 

It also deals with shape and chemistry of molecules, including the presence of heavy 

metals, for instance, Zn+2, Mg+2, Ca+2 etc. Along with the positions it also used to 

represent the directionality of certain interactions exist between the heavy atoms and the 

surrounding, such as lone pairs, position of polar hydrogen, water positions and chilator 

chord. 

Chem-score: It deals with the binding affinity of ligands in the receptor / protein. 
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 Shape gauss: It is shape based scoring function that uses the smooth Gaussian function 

to represent the shape of a molecule. 

PLP: It gives information about H-donor and H-acceptor; non-polar features presence of 

sulfur and metals. 

Screen Score: It deals with the lipophilicity, steric interaction of ambiguous atoms on 

ligand. 

Consensus Score: It is an advanced scoring function. The consensus scoring function is 

the sum of all scoring functions (80-81).  

After completion of docking experiment various scoring function text files were 

generated, which was used to calculate the enrichment factor by using known actives. We 

did not get appreciable enrichment factor value, so we changed the protein X-ray 

structure, and used Apo form without ligand bound protein structure. By using FRED 

with cluster machine we conducted docking experiment. Similarly, we calculated 

enrichment factor. At this time, although the enrichment factor value increased 

comparative to docking with GOLD, but again not appreciable. The maximum value of 

PLP (Piecewise Linear Potential) scoring function was obtained and found to be as 1.05 

(Table and graph 3.3). 

Therefore, we performed an experiment on entirely different strategy. New strategy was 

based on the ligand-based virtual screening through similarity search (82). 
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3.10.9.  Enrichment factor of FRED scoring functions (for 5% of data-base): 

Table 3.1: 

Showing the scoring function shape gauss is dominant in 5% EF of data-base 

 

Scoring functions No of actives in 5% Enrichment factor     % E.F value 

Chemgauss-2 2 2/415*87.36 0.42 

Chemgauss-3 1 1/415*87.36 0.20 

Chem-score 1 1/415*87.36 0.20 

Oechmscore 1 1/415*87.36 0.20 

Shape gauss 6 6/415*87.36 1.26 

PLP 2 2/415*87.36 0.42 

Screen score 0 0 0.00 

Consensus score 0 0 0.00 

 

 

Graph-3.1 Showing that the scoring function shape gauss is the most dominant 

among all scoring functions for 5% EF of data-base. 
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Enrichment factor for 10% 

Table 3.2: 

Showing that the scoring function PLP is dominant for 10% EF of data-base. 

 

Scoring functions No of actives in 10% Enrichment factor % E.F value 

Chemgauss-2 5 5/8300*87.36 0.05 

Chemgauss-3 5 5/8300*87.36 0.05 

Chem-score 5 5/8300*87.36 0.05 

Oechmscore 4 4/8300*87.36 0.04 

Shape gauss 6 6/8300*87.36 0.06 

PLP 7 7/8300*87.36 0.07 

Screen score 4 4/8300*87.36 0.04 

Consensus score 4 4/8300*87.36 0.04 

 

 

 
 

 

Graph-3.2 Showing that the scoring function PLP is the most dominant among all scoring 

functions for 10% of EF. 
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Enrichment factor for 15% 

Table 3.3: 

Showing that the scoring function PLP is dominant for 15% EF of data-base 

 

Scoring functions No of actives in 15% Enrichment factor % E.F value 

Chemgauss-2 6 6/1245*87.36 0.42 

Chemgauss-3 10 10/1245*87.36 0.70 

Chem-score 7 7/1245*87.36 0.49 

Oechmscore 3 3/1245*87.36 0.20 

Shape gauss 9 9/1245*87.36 0.63 

PLP 15 15/1245*87.36 1.05 

Screen score 8 8/1245*87.36 0.56 

Consensus score 4 4/1245*87.36 0.28 

 

 

Graph-3.3 Showing that the scoring function PLP is the most dominant among all 

scoring functions for EF 15% of data-base. 
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Enrichment factor for 20% 

Table 3.4: 

Showing that the scoring function PLP is dominant for 20% EF of data-base 

 

Scoring functions No of actives in 20% Enrichment factor % E.F value 

Chemgauss-2 9 9/1660*87.36 0.47 

Chemgauss-3 15 15/1660*87.36 0.78 

Chem-score 11 11/1660*87.36 0.57 

Oechmscore 4 4/1660*87.36 0.20 

Shapegauss 10 10/1660*87.36 0.52 

PLP 17 17/1660*87.36 0.89 

Screen score 9 9/1660*87.36 0.47 

Consensus score 8 8/1660*  87.36 0.42 

 

         

Graph-3.4 Showing that the scoring function PLP is the most dominant among all 

scoring functions for 20% of EF. 
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3.11. Results and Discussion: 

α-Chymotrypsin is an important serine protease enzyme. To evaluate the therapeutic 

potential of in-house data-base for treating GERD, IBS and pancreatitis, we conducted 

structure-based virtual screening of in-house data-base of compounds against α-

chymotrypsin by using two docking softwares GOLD and FRED (fast rigid exhaustive 

docking), GOLD has already been reported to use for the docking against the same target 

enzyme and its scoring functions are not supportive for it (GOLD software manual) 

while, FRED was used due to its large scoring functions range and fastest speed, initially 

software was validated with the co-crystallize structure of ligand bound receptor complex 

and Root mean square deviation (RMSD) was calculated, which comes 0.98 % less than 

1%, it comes under the acceptable range. FRED docked results against α-chymotrypsin of 

PDB I.D 2P8O was used to calculate the enrichment factor of 5%, 10%, and 20% of 

decoy set of in-house data-base, for 5% of data-base shape gauss scoring function was 

dominant 1.26%, which deals with the shape of a molecule, while for rest of the, 10, 15% 

and 20 %. PLP scoring function was dominant, which deals with the information about, 

H-donor, H-acceptor, hydrophobic region and metal ion presence if it is present in the 

molecule. The value of an enrichment factors for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% was found to 

be, 1.26, 0.07, 1.05 and 0.89 respectively. The maximum value obtained 1.26, which is 

not sufficient to validate the docked results, because docking gives the best fit pose of a 

ligand to its binding receptor / protein, which is estimated by various scoring functions of 

a particular docking software, and calculated by an enrichment factor, if the enrichment 

factor value is low, it clearly indicates that ligands are not appropriately bound with the 

provided active site of receptor during docking, however, it is binding with some other 
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sites due to allosteric interactions. Docking is usually used to locate or explain the 

binding affinity pattern of ligands molecule to the provided protein-ligand binding site 

(active-site), and used to explain the binding pattern of interactions of ligand with amino 

acid residues of receptor active site, and other non-covalent llosteric interactions. The 

calculated low (decrease) enrichment factor value for individual scoring function of 

FRED docking software raised a question that why does molecular-docking can’t always 

give or predict good and successful enriched docking results? It could be explained 

through the Molecular docking results’ description which are not successful for all kinds 

of receptor-ligand interactions, the reason behind is, it could be due to non-efficient 

selection and performance of docking software. Non-availability of well resolved ligand-

protein co-crystallize structure. Role of H2O molecule, in-ligand-protein-binding, 

presence of allosterric interactions in which ligands are not efficiently and tightly bind 

with the provided active site, instead of that it binds with some other amino acid residues 

apart from active site residues. Molecular dynamics effect of ligand also plays a very 

important role, which is not present in rigid docking, in which the interaction of ligand 

with protein active site is restricted up to certain conformers. However, in the real system 

(in-vitro) molecules are continuously in dynamics mode and try to attain best fit-binding 

with receptor active site, because of a low enrichment factor, we adopted a new approach 

to hit the leads by ligand-based pharmacophore modeling and virtual screening. 
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Chapter 4 

Ligand-based virtual 

screening (LBVS) 
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4.1. LIGAND-BASED VIRTUAL SCREENING (LBVS): 

Ligand-based virtual screening techniques have been focusing significantly to 

comparative molecular similarity search analysis of data-base by using information of 

compounds with known and unknown activity (82). Pharmacophore-based similarity 

search through a single bioactive reference molecule is a well-defined technique to access 

chemical structure of data-bases. Pharmacophore model comprises of vital essential 

functional groups of atoms arranged in a proper 3D-fashion to interact with a respective 

biological receptor, ultimately responsible for the biological activity of lead molecules. 

Pharmacophore-based similarity searching has been widely used for identifying drug-like 

candidates. Current classification of the Pharmacophore model divides into two 

categories one is a receptor-based Pharmacophore model while the other is ligand-based 

Pharmacophore model (82-83). There are various methods used for defining 

Pharmacophore models, which represent ligand shape specificity by associating with the 

collection of some molecular structural features such as hydrogen bond acceptors and 

donors, hydrophobic region, aromatic region and bulky group containing sterically 

hindered regions. The 3D geometrical information specifically based on the molecular 

structure. Shape signature comparatively a simple and easy technique uses to apply. 

Specifically in case of ligand-based applications, the technique does not need capacious 

experience for adjusting various parameters, queries construction, or fineness in results 

interpretation. This may consider to be a big drawback comparatively other methods. 

Furthermore, it directly deals with shape and surface features of molecules that consider 

being most critical for finding biological activities. LBVS comparative to other 

techniques consider as more effective than those which are based on chemical features, 
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including shape, electrostatics and chemical connectivity. Shape signature techniques are 

mainly based on shapes rather than chemical structure. It freely and efficiently works to 

screen huge data-base of compounds with similar properties as a query molecule posses 

(Fig 4.1). 

LBVS

Filtering:

Reactive or toxic groups

Rule-of-Five

Lead-like or drug-like filters

Activity-base selection

Similarity search

-Substructures

-Pharmacophore

-Bit strings

Compound classsification

-Clustering and partitioning

-QSAR

-Statistical methods

 

Fig-4.1 Showing various strategies in ligand-based virtual screening (82).  

4.1.1. Pharmacophore model  

Pharmacophore Definition:  

“A Pharmacophore is an abstract description of molecular features, which are necessary 

for molecular recognition of a ligand by a biological macromolecule.” 

According to IUPAC a Pharmacophore can be defined as follows. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_recognition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macromolecule
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“An ensemble of steric and electronic features that is necessary to ensure the optimal 

supramolecular interactions with a specific biological target and to trigger (or block) 

its biological response" it explains how does structurally diverse ligands can bind to a 

common receptor site. It is an ensemble of steric and electronic features in a molecule 

that is essential to ensure the optimum interactions with a specific target biological 

receptor or enzyme protein” (Fig 4.2 and 4.3) (84). 

Pharmacophore features may include hydrogen bond donor, hydrogen bond acceptor, 

negative charge group, positive charge group, aromatic ring centroids and aliphatic 

hydrophobic center.  

The Pharmacophore points may be located on the ligand surface itself or may be 

projected points presumed to be located at the receptor (Fig. 4.3).  

A Pharmacophore model illustrates. How, does structurally diverse ligand can bind to a 

common receptor site with numerous interactions (85).   

 

Fig-4.2. A ligand-based Pharmacophore model showing Pharmacophore features 

HY; hydrophobic, RA; ring aromatic, HBA; hydrogen bond acceptor (86). 
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Fig-4.3. Ligand Scout derived diagram for ligand-based and structure-based     

Pharmacophore (SBPs) model showing yellow spheres of hydrophobic aromatic 

region, green vectors indicating H-donor, red vectors showing H-acceptor (87). 

 

4.1.2. Pharmacophore chemical features  

Pharmacophore features typically may include, 

2. Hydrophobic centroids: It is the aliphatic region comprises of the carbon 

hydrogen chain. 

3. Aromatic rings: It contains aromatic rings. 

4. Hydrogen bond acceptors and donor: Atom is the acceptor if it can attract 

hydrogen (H) (nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur), while an atom is a donor if it can give 

the hydrogen (H) atom. 

5. Cations and anions: These are the negative and positive ionizable areas due to 

the presence of a hetero atom.  

6. The shape or volume is also considered: For structure-base Pharmacophore, 

along with ligand structure some part of protein also included (85).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrophobic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aromatic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anion
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For instance, 

          

The above mentioned Pharmacophore feature points are either the part of ligand or the 

ligands projected points consider to be as located in the receptor. In order to identify 

novel ligands the Pharmacophore model features should be match smoothly with 

different chemical groups possess similar properties. A well-explained Pharmacophore 

model consists of hydrophobic volumes as well as hydrogen bond vectors. 

Identification of Pharmacophore:  

Pharmacophore can be identified by various ways. 

4.1.3. From X-ray crystallography:  

Measure X-ray structure with drug at the active site (can sometime be done) or infer 

binding by measuring distance between likely binding groups. 

4.1.4. Ligand-based Pharmacophore derived from active compounds:   

The traditional way to identify binding groups,  

A ligand-based Pharmacophore is usually obtained by connecting the average spatial 

positions of the Pharmacophore points of biologically active compounds. Distances between 

pharmacophore elements can be used as input to search 3D data-base. 
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4.1.5 Automatic Pharmacophore elucidation:  

Automatic Pharmacophore queries can be performed with the help of collection of active 

compounds against a particular biological target. 

1. Identify low energy conformers of molecules. 

2. Run through multi-objective GA. 

Multi-objective optimization  deals  with multiple criteria decision making, which  

concern with mathematical optimization problems involving more than one objective 

function to be optimized simultaneously, in case of Pharmacophore model generation the 

software deals to optimize the certain features of a molecule simultaneously to build a 

pharmacophore model. The MOGA explores conformation on-the-fly while 

simultaneously aligning a set of molecules such that their pharmacophoric features are 

maximally overlaid. The MOGA is simply used to overlay the crystal structures based on 

matching a subset of their pharmacophore points. It efficiently works to generate shared 

and merged feature models (88). 

3. From an optimized set of conformer, a hyper molecular alignment in Cartesian 

space is required. 

4. Score the models based on 3D geometric consistency. 

4.1.6. Advantages of Pharmacophore-based Virtual screening:  

• Pharmacophore can be used for virtual screening of a large data-base 

• It does not need to know the receptor binding site information. 

• It can be used for the design optimization of drugs and for the design of new 

scaffolds. 

• It can be run on 2D conformation. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MCDM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_optimization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loss_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loss_function
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4.2 COMPARISON BETWEEN DOCKING AND PHAMACOPHORE-

BASED VIRTUAL SCREENING: 

Table 4.1 

Showing the comparison between Structure-based and Ligand-based Virtual 

Screening (89). 

 

Methodology 

Structure-based or 

receptor- based Virtual 

screening. 

Ligand-based Pharmacophore-

based Virtual screening. 

Types of VS, 

LBVS and StBVS 

Predict the best fit pose and 

interactions between ligand 

and receptor protein, as 

guided by scoring function. 

Virtual compounds with 

enumerated conformations are 

mapped against a pharmacophore 

query that is derived from known 

bioactive compounds or the 

structure of protein-ligand complex. 

Throughput 

screening 
High throughput High throughput 

Requires structural 

information of the 

target receptor 

Yes 

Yes. A Pharmacophore query is 

mostly built on the basis of one or a 

few bioactive compounds structure. 

Pose prediction of 

ligand 
Yes No 

Hits ranking 
Yes, according to scoring 

functions. 

Yes, according to geometric fit 

value. 
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4.3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY:  

To conduct LBVS of in-house data-base following experimental strategy was 

used. 

4.4. MOLECULE SELECTION FOR PHARMACOPHORE GENERATION: 

The major goal of drug designing is to identify and develop new ligands with more 

therapeutic potential and its high affinity towards the binding site of receptor / or protein. 

A very effective and useful model for achieving this goal is a pharmacophore. The most 

important step for pharmacophore model generation is the selection of training set of 

compounds. For that purpose, we selected two drug molecules chymostatin and biotin on 

the basis of their potent biological activities. We selected chymostatin as a reference drug 

molecule on the basis of its IC50 values, 8.24 ± 0.11 µM (90), which is the more potent 

drug reported against α-chymotrypsin till now, while the biotin was aligned over it then 

the Ligand Scout, 3.0 version was used to generate a five point (pentagonal) 

Pharmacophore model. Ligand Scout can be used to generate the Pharmacophore model, 

represented by certain chemical features that include hydrogen bonds donor, hydrogen 

bond acceptors, charge interactions, hydrophobic areas, aromatic region, etc. 

Pharmacophore models are computationally efficient due to simplicity, suitable for 

virtual screening, during Pharmacophore generation some steps require such as (a) 

identification of ligands (b) interpretation of ligands (c) creation of pharmacophore (d) 

visualization and export for virtual screening. For the generation of a good and effective / 

high-quality pharmacophore model, several criteria need to be consider, such as structural 

similarity, structural flexibility, biological activity and chemical properties. Software 

Ligand Scout generated the following pharmacophore features (Fig 4.4). 
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2D Ligand-based pharmacophore of chymostatin and biotin by Ligand Scout 

 

Fig-4.4. 2D, individual Pharmacophore derived by Ligand Scout showing the four 

features in each molecule  

 

4.5. SHARED-FEATURE PHARMACOPHORE GENERATION BY 

USING LIGAND SCOUT:  

In this study, we develop a 3D Pharmacophore model for assisting to search specific 

similarity and therapeutically potent inhibitors in the in-house data-base. Ligand Scout 

software has been successfully design for Pharmacophore modeling and virtual 

screening. The software is equally good for ligand-based Pharmacophore modeling as 

well as structure-based Pharmacophore modeling. The most computing interesting part of 

LigandScout is the extraction of the ligand including interpretation and identification of 

the relevant interactive amino acid residues from the PDB, and generates the 

Pharmacophore model in case, of structure based pharmacophoe mapping. 
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Pharmacophore generation by Ligand Scout can be carried out interactively within a 

graphical user interface. A a single pharmacophore model generation typically require 

few seconds on standard PC hardware system, depends on the size of the ligand and the 

complexity of the binding patterns. Pharmacophore structural features are usually 

explained in terms of lipophilic centers, hydrophobic region, proton donor, proton 

acceptor aromatic ring centroids and so on. These features are separated in terms of 

distances between the feature points, represented by “r” (91). In our study a ligand-based 

A five-point pharmacophore model was generated by using Ligand Scout version 3.0. For 

this purpose, a reference drug chymostatin was selected on the basis of its IC50, while the 

biotin was aligned over it, which generates common features between these molecules. 

Following are the Pharmacophore features of the shared feature pharmacophore model 

derived by Ligand Scout (Fig 4.5 and 4.6) 

1. Two H-acceptor features of carbonyl atom.  

2.  Two H-donor of NH group. 

3. HydS / HYdP of the hydrophobic region. 
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4.6. SHARED-FEATURE PHARMACOPHORE MODEL: 

 

Fig-4.5.  A five point Pharmacophore model derived by using Ligand Scout software 

version 3.0 depicting the shared features of pharmacophore model with two drug 

molecules chymostatin and biotin, the observed feature includes two H-donors of 

cyclic amide Nitrogen atom , two H-acceptor features of Carbonyl oxygen atom and 

a hydrophobic region of alkyl chain. (Table 4.2) 

 

4.6. PHARMACOPHORE FEATURES OF THE MODEL:  

Table-4.2  

Showing the Pharmacophore features of model two H-donors (pink color),    two H-

acceptor (blue color), one hydrophobic region (yellow color) 

 

   Pharmacophore features Representing colors 

1 H-donor Pink color 

2 H-donor Pink color 

3 H-acceptor Blue-color 

4 H-acceptor Blue-color 

5 Hydrophobic region yellow 
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4.7. PHARMACOPHORE-BASED VIRTUAL SCREENING BY 

USING MOE: 

Ligand-base Pharmacophore model can be used as an efficient tool for Pharmacophore-

based virtual screening, in the absence of 3D structure of receptor / protein. Or when the 

docking techniques are not successfully applicable. Ligand-based VS actually comprises 

of already known actives information. This molecular information is used to build up 

pharmacophore model, which comprises of the minimum require structural features such 

as the hydrophobic region. H-bonding proton donor, proton acceptors consider to be as 

essential features for ligand binding to the target receptor / protein (92). This 

Pharmacophore model can be used as a template to select the most promising candidates 

from the chemical library. Even simple considerations for a set of active compounds can 

greatly reduce the search space. The strength of pharmacphore-based screening in 

comparison with other similarity search screening approaches is more successful to treat 

a diverse data set of putative active molecules with entirely diverse chemical libraries. 

The advantage of this approach lies in the fact that, in the worst case, when there is no 

clue on the binding conformation of any of the ligands, for a set of conformation a pivot 

ligand (single ligand) can be enough to compute (93), although a pharmacophore is an 

abstract concept of functional groups assemble at a particular distance (r) in space, that 

accounts for the compounds with biological activity against their target receptor / protein. 

Ligand-based virtual screening of in-house data-base was carried out by using MOE 

software. Pharmacophore-based virtual screening is based on similarity search. The five 

point 3D pharmacophore model was developed with the help of two actives against α-

chymotrypsin (chymostatin and biotin), both molecules were added in a training set to 
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develop a shared feature pharmacophore model, which was used for similarity search in 

the decoy set (test-set) by using MOE, which identified thirty three (33), hits after 

conducting ligand-based virtual screening experiment. Identified hits of thirty three (33), 

drug-like candidates were selected for in-vitro screening. 

Following are the steps involve to generate Pharmacophore model. 

a. To generate pharmacophore model, at first chymostatin drug was used as a 

reference ligand, while biotin was superimposed over it, cluster was run to generate 

the possible conformers, with a pharmacophore fit score. 

b. Ligand Scout generated pharmacophore features, which represented, two H-

donor, two H-acceptor and a hydrophobic region. 

c. MOE software was used for virtual screening of in-house data-base. which 

identified thirty 33 hits, out of thirty three molecules, nineteen were subjected for in-

vitro bio-assay screening against α-chymotrypsin (Table 4.3). 

d. The Pharmacophore-based Hits were also used to calculate the Pharmacophore fit-

score with respect to the model. Each .mol2 structure was attached with the combine 

derived model of chymostatin and biotin. Energy minimizations were performed by 

using the parameters of all atoms selection, force field MMFF94x, partial atom 

charges and gradient 0.1 RMS Kcal /mol were selected. After minimization of all 

structures .mol2 files were catenated. On ligandscout in the ligand set pane, all the 

ligands were opened as test set. Combine molecule of chymostatin and biotin were 

selected as a training set, cluster was run to calculate the average distance, maximum 

number of conformations were provided as 25, By applying FAST setting parameter 

Pharmacophore-fit score values were calculated for each Hit ( Table 4.5).  
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4.8. IN-VITRO SCREENING OF IDENTIFIED HITS:  

4.8.1. Bio-assay protocol  

The inhibitory activity IC50 of α-chymotrypsin was carried out by using 50 mMTris-HCl 

buffer of pH 7.6 with 10 mM CaCl2. while α-chymotrypsin (12 units / mL was prepared 

in the same above mentioned buffer) along with different concentration of test 

compounds prepared in DMSO, then it was allowed to incubate at 30 C for 25 min. The 

reaction was started by the substrate, N-succinyl-L-phenylalanine-p-nitroanilide) 

(SPpNA) addition with 0.4 mM prepared buffer mentioned as above). As p-nitroaniline 

was released, variation in absorbance was observed, which was continuously monitored 

at 410 nm. All the reactions were carried out in triplicate with the final volume of 200 

µL, by using a micro plate reader (Spectra Max M2, Molecular Devices, CA, and USA). 

 

Table.4.3: 

Showing the bio-assay screening results against α-chymotrypsin enzyme 

Compounds no Biological Activity 
% 

Inhibition 
IC50 (µM) 

1 Less active 19.6  

2 Less active 20.1  

3 Less active 21.0  

4 Less active 22.6  

5 Less active 36.0  

6 weak active 52.1 481.3   ± 9.10 

7 weak active 54.6 474.8   ±  5.08 

8 weak active 65.0 319.8   ±  1.80 

Standard inhibitor  

Chymostatin 
  7.0 ± 1.20 
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4.9.  Following is the overall work scheme of LBVS against α-chymotrypsin.     

Table-4.4 

It describes the work flow scheme for Ligand-based Virtual screening. 

                                                                                    

                                      WORK FLOW SCHEME 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

8,262 Drug like candidates were obtained after 

filtration of in-house data-base by MOE 

Eight (8) compounds were found to be active 

against α-chymotrypsin 

Nineteen (19) compounds were subjected for in-

vitro screening 

Pharmacophore-based virtual screening identified 

hits of 33 drug-like candidates 
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10. PHARMACOPHORE–BASED VIRTUAL SCREENING HIT RESULTS: 

Following are the pharmacophore-based virtually screened identified Hits of in-house 

data-base against the targeted receptor α-chymotrypsin. 

Table 4.5: 

Showing the list of ligand-based virtually screened Hits  along with 

pharmacophore fit value. 

S.No 
 

2D STRUCTURES WITH IUPAC NAMES. 

 

No of 

conformers 

generated 

 

 

Cluster 

I.D 

 

 

Pharmacophore 

fit score 

1 

 

1 5 66.0100 

2 

 
OHO

HO

O

O

HO OH 
4-(2,4-Dihydroxy-6-methylbenzoyloxy) 

-2-hydroxy-6-methylbenzoic acid 

 

25 5 46.1400 

3 

 

25 1 46.2300 
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4 

 

O

HO OH

O

O

HO O

O

HO OH

4-(4-(2,4-Dihydroxy-6-methylbenzoyloxy)

-2-hydroxy-6-methylbenzoyloxy)

-2-hydroxy-6-methylbenzoic acid  

6 7 42.2900 

5 

 

1 6 35.4700 

6 
OH

OH

N
H
N

O

OH

N'-(1-(2,6-Dihydroxyphenyl)ethylidene)

-4-hydroxybenzohydrazide  

3 1 35.9200 

7 

 

2 6 26.8400 
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8 

 

4 2 37.5400 

9 

OH

H3C

OH

O

O

O

HO

H3C

OH

4-(2,4-Dihydroxy-6-methylbenzoyloxy)

-2-hydroxy-6-methylbenzoic acid  

20 2 46.4900 

10 

 

4 2 36.9100 
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11 

 

9 1 55.8600 

12 

 

25 3 65.5100 

13 

 

25 7 65.7700 

14 

 

25 4 50.0266 
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15 

 

25 1 37.1100 

16 

 

9 2 46.6200 

17 

 

NH

NH

OH

(3-((2-(Naphthalen-2-ylamino)ethylamino)methyl)

naphthalen-2-yl)methanol  
 

25 5 75.1800 

18 

 

25 6 75.2200 
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19 

 

6 4 55.4500 

20 

 

25 5 75.1300 

21 

 

25 3 45.7400 

22 

 

25 7 75.1300 
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23 

 

25 1 75.1300 

24 

 

25 4 55.5300 

25 

 

25 2 75.5200 
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26 

 

25 1 36.6300 

27 

OH

HO

HO

O

OH

3-(2,4,6-Trihydroxyphenyl)-1-naphthoic acid 

1 3 66.0100 

28 

 

25 1 45.4700 

29 

H
N

O

NH N

HO

OH

2-((2,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)(phenyl)methylene)

-N-phenylhydrazinecarboxamide  

8 4 36.4500 
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30 

 

25 1 65.4400 

31 

 

25 2 65.6300 

32 

 

3 1 44.9300 
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33 

 

18 2 55.8600 
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4.11. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

To conduct the ligand-based  virtual screening, at first a shared-feature five point 

Pharmacophore model was derived by using chymostatin and biotin, the model 

Pharmacophore fit score value was 86.00, it was  the training set, and  we used this 

training set to find out the Pharmacophore fit score of our virtually screened hits of test 

sets. More near to the training set ligand Pharmacophore fit values means best fit with the 

test model therefore, identified as more potent inhibitor. In our case all the virtually 

screen hits showed  less than 100.00  Pharmacophore fit, values which has proved that 

these are not closely related with the drug Pharmacophore models. And this has been 

further evaluated by in-vitro bio-assay screening results which didn’t show any 

remarkable activity. Pharmacophore-based virtual screening of in-house data-base 

identified thirty three 33 hits of compound; nineteen compounds were subjected for in-

vitro bioassay screening. Eight compounds were found to be as actives against the 

enzyme α-chymotrypsin (Table 4.2). To observe the binding pattern of the active ligands 

with receptor. We conducted docking of these eight active molecules by using FRED 2.0 

docking software. For that purpose, we selected the PDB.Id, 2P80 on the basis of 

resolution 1.6 Å, By using visualizing software chimera, we observed the binding site of 

ligand benzohydroxy vanadium complex (BVA) on the X-ray co-crystallize structure, 

redocking was perfomed and RMSD was calculated. Ligand-receptor docked pose 

binding pattern interactions were analyzed by using software Molecular Operating 

Environment (MOE) 5.1 version (Fig. 4.7). Docked poses of the Active ligands (1- 8) are 

as follows, in which non-covalent binding forces are clearly observed between ligand and 

receptor (Fig. 4.8- 4.13). 
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Fig-4.7. Iillustrating the benzohydroxy vanadium complex interactions with active 

site amino acid residues derived by (MOE).  
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Docked poses of Active ligands derived by MOE                                

 

Fig-4.8.   In the above docked pose of ligand (1) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour within 5 Å regions. It is clear that the proximity contour is surrounded by a 

cataltytic traid amino acid His57. 
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Fig-4.9. In the above docked pose of ligand (2) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour within 5 Å regions. It is clear that the proximity contour is surrounded by 

amino acid Cystein191, Cysteine220, and Serine214. 
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Fig-4.10. In the above docked pose of ligand (3) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour within 5 Å region. It is clear that the proximity contour is surrounded by 

catalytic traid amino acid Histedine57, and the other two amino acids CysteineB191, 

and SerineB214. 
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Fig-4.11. In the above docked pose of ligand (4) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour within 5 Å region, It is clear that the proximity contour is surrounded by 

amino acid Cystein191, Serine214 and Aspartic acid194. 
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Fig-4.12. In the above docked pose of ligand (5) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour within 5 Å region. It is clear that the proximity contour is surrounded by a 

catalytic traid amino acid His57, while another other amino acids apart from 

catalytic traid is Cystein42. 
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Fig-4.13. In the above docked pose of ligand (6) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour r within 5 Å region. It is clear that the proximity contour is surrounded by 

some other amino acids apart from catalytic traid. This includes Aspartic acid194, 

Cysteine191 and Serine214. 
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Fig-4.14. In the above docked pose of ligand (7) with receptor binding within 5 Å 

regions. It’s clear that the lone pair of oxygen atom of hydroxyl group of flavonoid 

ring making H-bonding with SH group of the Cysteine amino acid reside at position 

42 which furthermore, in contact with water molecules. The keto group of 

benzopyran ring is also in solvent contact. 1-3 dihydroxy phenyl substitutent of the 

benzopyran ring is near in-contact with the active site catalytic traid amino acid 

Ser195. Another 1-3 dihydroxy phenyl substituent is also near with another amino 

acid of catalytic traid His57. 
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Fig-4.15. In the above docked pose of ligand (8) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour within 5 Å regions. Its clear that the lone pair of oxygen atom of hydroxyl 

group of flavonoid ring making Hydrogen bonds with backbone SH of cysteine 

amino acid residue resides at position 42. This is present near to HisA57. 

CysteinA58 also surrounds the proximity contour. While other amino acids apart 

from catalytic traid are also surrounded the contour, including CysteineA58, 

Cysteine A42, Glycine B193, Aspartic acidB194, Gly B193, Cystein B191, Cystein 

B220.  
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DISCUSSION:  

The  pharmacophore model is very important tool in the absence of 3D protein-ligand co-

crystallize structure or in case of non-successful docking with low enrichment factor, that 

can be helpful towards drug-like candidates discovery by using virtual screening, In this 

study, we developed a five-point pharmacophore model from two potent drug molecules, 

chymostatin and biotin by using software Ligand Scout (version 3.0) which includes five 

shared features such as one hydrophobic feature, two H-donor, and two H-acceptor, the 

generated pharmacophore model was used to search the 3D ( SYBYL Mol2 format) of the 

in-house data-base (ICCBS-2012 data-base), which is comprised of synthetic, semi-

synthetic, naturally isolated and bio-transformed compounds. This model was used to 

similarity search in the decoy set of filtered molecules by using MOE, which searched 

and identified thirty three (33) molecules that were similar in features to our generated 

pharmacophore model, and we supposed since our generated pharmacophore model was 

based on potential drugs so the hits will also be possess good biological activity against 

α-chymotrypsin. Out of the thirty three 33 virtually screened hits, nineteen 19 compounds 

were made available to subject for in-vitro screening, eight molecules were found to be as 

active against α-chymotrypsin enzyme, while three were found to be as good actives. 

Out of the eight actives, Compounds (6-8) were found to be as moderate actives against 

α-chymotrypsin. out of these  three molecules two compounds (7 and 8) were belong 

from flavonoid class of compounds with 54.1%, 65% inhibition and IC50 = 474.8 ± 5.08 

µM, 319.8 ± 1.80 µM respectively while Compound (6) is a furan derivative, with % 

inhibition 52.1% and IC50 , 481.3 ± 9.10 µM Compound (7 and 8) showed significant 

inhibitory activity against α-chymotrypsin. Docked pose of these ligands shows the 
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binding pattern and it is clearly observed that this inhibitory potential comes due to H-

bonding interactions of coumarin moiety in the skeleton.  

 From the analysis of non-covalent interactive binding forces between ligand and receptor 

of the above docked poses it is clear that the biological activity of compound (7 and 8) is 

due to the H-bonding interaction of ligand with receptor binding within 5 Å regions. 

Ligand (7) in the above docked pose, showing that the lone pair of oxygen atom of 

hydroxyl group of flavonoid making H-bonding with SH group of the cysteine amino 

acid resides at positions 42, which is further surrounded with water molecule. The keto 

group of ring is also in solvent contact or with water molecule. 1-3 dihydroxy phenyl 

substitutent of the ring is near in-contact with the active site catalytic traid amino acid 

Ser195. Another 1-3 dihydroxy phenyl substituent is also near with another amino acid of 

catalytic traid His57 (Fig. 5.14). While the ligand (8) with receptor binding in proximity 

contour within 5 Å region clearly shows that the lone pair of oxygen atom of hydroxyl 

group of benzopyran ring making H-bonding most probably with SH group of the 

cysteine amino acid resides at 42 position. HisA57 of catalytic traid and CysteinA58, 

GlycineB193, Aspartic acid B194, GlyB193, CysteinB191, CysteinB220, also surrounds 

the ligand. Therefore, from the analysis of existing non-covalent interactive binding 

forces between ligand and receptor in the above docked poses it is clear that the 

biological activity of compound (7) (Fig. 5.14) and (8) (Fig. 5.15) is due to the H-

bonding interaction with the thiol group of amino acid Cystein A42 and the surrounding 

of catalytic traid amino acids His57, and Serine195. 

. 
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Out of the eight actives Compound (6-8) were found to be as good actives against α-

chymotrypsin. out of these  three molecules two compounds (7 and 8) were belong from 

flavonoid class of compounds with 54.1%, 65% inhibition and IC50 = 474.8 ± 5.08 µM, 

319.8 ± 1.80 µM respectively while Compound (6) is a furan derivative, with % 

inhibition 52.1% and IC50 , 481.3 ± 9.10 µM Compound (7 and 8) showed significant 

inhibitory activity against α-chymotrypsin. Docked pose of these ligands shows the 

binding pattern and it is clearly observed that this inhibitory potential comes due to H-

bonding interactions of coumarin moiety in the skeleton.  
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4.12. LIGAND-BASED VIRTUAL SCREENING OF ZINC DATA-BASE:  

ZINC data-base of 11,500 compounds were also screened by using the same 

pharmacophore model derived from chymostatin and biotin, which identified the hits of 

following six (6) compounds. 

Molecular Docking results of pharmacophore-based Hits of ZINC data-base: 

ZINC 

code 
2D structures with IUPAC names 

No of 

conformers 

 

Cluster 

I.D 

Pharmacop

hore fit 

score 

Scoring 

function 

Chemgauss-

4 

ZINC 

41990598 

H

CH3

S

H3C

N

O

N

CH3

O

O

O

N
H

CH3

2-(methylamino)-2-oxoethyl 6
-(2,5-dimethylthiophen-3-yl)-

3-methylisoxazolo[5,4-b]pyridine-4-carboxylate  

25 2 55.2900 
-6.671284 

ZINC 

29554840 
N

O

N

O

O

O
H

H

N-benzyl-2-(2-(3-oxo-1,3-dihydroisobenzofuran
-1-yl)acetamido)acetamide  

25 4 66.7600 
-6.579298 

ZINC 

50352834 N
H

O

SN

N
NH

N

N

2-(1H -1,2,4-triazol-5-ylthio)-N
-(2-((1H-pyrazol-1-yl)methyl)benzyl)acetamide 

25 3 57.1800 
-6.217755 

ZINC 

31575452 

 

25 2 55.2900 
-5.629606 
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ZINC 

32059010 

 

25 4 44.9200 
-3.799567 

ZINC 

48234693 

CH3

N

O

N

O

O

O

O

H

H

Br

2-((4-Carbamoylbenzyl)(methyl)amino)

-2-oxoethyl 5-bromofuran-2-carboxylate  

25 3 47.0900 
-2.189021 
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Compound 1 ZINC 41990598  

 

Fig-4.16. Illustrating the proximity contour is surrounded with amino acids Cys191, 

CysB220 and Ser214. 
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Compound 2 ZINC 29554840  

 

 

Fig-4.17. Illustrating the proximity contour is surrounded by a catalytic amino acid, 

His57, and the remaining amino acids Cys191, CysB220, and Ser214. 
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Compound 3 ZINC 50352834  

 

 

Fig-4.18. Illustrating the proximity contour is surrounded by a catalytic amino acid, 

His57, Ser214, and Cys191. 
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Compound 4 ZINC 31575452  

 

Fig-4.19. Illustrating the proximity contour is surrounded by a catalytic amino acid,  

His57, and the remaining aminoacids Cys58, Cys191, CysB220. and Ser214. 
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Compound 5 ZINC 32059010  

 

Fig-4.20. Illustrating the proximity contour is surrounded by a catalytic amino acid, 

Ser214, and Cys191. 
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Compound 6 ZINC 48234693  

 

 

Fig-4.21. Illustrating the proximity contour is surrounded by a catalytic amino acid, 

His57,  and the remaining aminoacids Cys191 and Ser214. 
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Chapter 5 

Structure-based pharmacophore 

mapping and virtual screening of 

β-GLUCuRONIDASE inhibitors  
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5.1. INTRODUCTION TO β-GLUCURONIDASE:  

β-Glucuronidase enzyme belongs to the glycosidase family of enzymes which catalyzes 

the  hydrolysis of complex carbohydrates. The X-ray structure of enzyme represents that 

it is a homotetramer of 332,000 Dalton with symmetrical dihedral angle in which the 

each promoter comprises of three structural domains that are topologically similar to a β-

barrel also known as jelly roll barrel, and a TIM barrel with the alternate pattern of α-

helices and β-strands in a single domain, respectively. The active site of the enzyme 

consists of a large cleft at the interface of two monomeric units. Two acidic amino acids, 

Glu540 and Glu451 and one aromatic amino acid, Tyr504 is proposed to be important for 

catalysis. β-glucuronidase of human origin is located in the brush border of gut and 

responsible to catalyze the reaction (94) (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). 

 

Fig-5.1 3D Structure of E.coli β-Glucuronidase bound with a novel, potent 

inhibitor1-(6,7-dimethyl-2-oxo-1,2-dihydroquinolin-3-yl)methyl)-1-(2-

hydroxyethyl)-3-(3-methoxyphenyl)thiourea . 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glycosidase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catalyze
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbohydrates
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Fig-5.2. 3LPF a 2D thiourea derivative bound ligand with the β-glucuronidase 

receptor active site showing H-bond interactions with conserved water molecule 

as well as hydroxyl group with amino acid residue Glu413 and Glu504, image 

derived by software MOE. 
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5.2. CATALYTIC MECHANISM:   

Hydrolysis of β-D-glucuronic acid residues from the non-reducing end of 

mucopolysaccharides. Human β-glucuronidase is homologous  to the Escherichia coli 

enzyme β-galactosidase which catalyze the hydrolysis reaction of carbohydrates by using 

two acidic residues, which help out to develop a hypothesis. This hypothesis proposes 

that the two glutamic acid residues Glu540 and Glu451 are the nucleophilic and acidic 

residues, respectively, while the tyrosine residue Tyr504 is also involved in catalysis 

phenomenon. The catalytic mechanism involves following catalytic steps (94). 

Step #1 Nucleophilic attack of carboxylate anion on the sugar anomeric carbon:  

In the first step the carboxylate nucleophile of amino acid Glu540 and Glu451 attacks on 

the sugar anomeric carbon center and form α-D-glycosyl-enzyme intermediate with the 

removal of the aglycone moiety (Fig 5.3).  

O

HO

HO

COOH

OH

OR

O

ENZ

O

O
ENZ

HO

O

HO

HO

COOH

OH

O

ENZ

O

O
ENZ

O

OR

H

Fig. 5.3. Showing the formation of α-D-glycosyl-enzyme intermediate (94). 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrolysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glucuronic_acid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glycosaminoglycan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homology_(biology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escherichia_coli
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%CE%92-galactosidase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Residue_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glutamic_acid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleophilic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acidic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrosine
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Step 2   Hydrolysis of glucoronyl enzyme intermediate:  

In the second step, the intermediate is hydrolyzed by general base-catalyzed attack of 

water at the anomeric center, which results the cleavage of glycosidic bond with the 

retention of the anomeric configuration (Fig. 5.4). 



O

HO

HO

COOH

OH

O

ENZ

HO

O
ENZ

O

HO

H

 

Fig.5.4. Showing the hydrolytic cleavage of glycosidic bond (94). 

Step 3 Deglucoronition step: 

Formation and hydrolysis of the glycosyl-enzyme intermediate proceed via transition 

states with substantial oxocarbenium ion character (Fig. 5.5). 
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Fig. 5.5. Showing the hydrolysis of glycosyl enzyme intermediate (94). 

 

5.3. DISORDERS RELATED TO THE OVER-EXPRESSION AND 

UNDER-EXPRESSION OF β-GLUCURONIDASE:  

5.3.1. Sly syndrome (under-expression of β-Glucuronidase)  

Deficiency of β-glucuronidase enzyme causes sly syndrome, in which the 

mucopolysaccharides remain unhydrolyzed in the patient. Which is extremely debilitating 

for the patient and develops hydrops fetalis in featus, in which accumulation of fluid 

takes place in the two feats compartments. Furthermore, mental retardation, short stature, 

coarse facial features, spinal abnormalities, and enlargement of liver and spleen are also 

observed in the suffering patients (95) (Fig. 5.6). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrops_fetalis
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Fig. 5.6. Showing the symptoms of sly syndrome, including rough coarse facial 

features (including a flat nasal bridge, thick lips, enlarged mouth and tongue, 

(Medscape directory). 

 

5.3.2. β-Glucuronidase over-expression in Cancer therapy: 

Over-expression of β-glucuronidase activity has been associated with several disorders. 

Therefore, it is considerd as a reporter enzyme for many years. Its activity is also detected 

in traditional tests for bacterial contamination in water samples. β-glucuronidase enzyme 

(GUS) has identified as a bio-marker for converting the inactive CPT-11 (anti-cancer 

drug) metabolite back to active compound in the intestine. Active and toxic metabolite 

SN-38 of the drug, in the intestine causes the dose limiting diarrhea, which is frequently 

associated with CPT-11 chemotherapy.  
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Therefore, GUS increase activity may have therapeutic potential value to prevent CPT-11 

chemotherapy mediated diarrhea. Limiting this adverse-effect may allow increased 

tolerance for the chemotherapy and allow higher doses, which resultfor better therapeutic 

outcome (96-97). 

 

Fig 5.7. Showing the increased GUSB β-glucuronidase activity in cancers 

Immunohistochemistry (Formalin/PFA-fixed paraffin-embedded sections (98). 

 

  

http://a.abcam.com/ps/datasheet/images/103/ab103112/beta-glucuronidase-GUSB-Primary-antibodies-ab103112-4.jpg
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5.4. STRUCTURE-BASED PHARMACOPHORE (SBPs) MAPPING:  

A pharmacophore describes the spatial arrangement of certain important molecular 

features which a ligand must possess to bind efficaciously with a receptor. Structure-

based pharmacophore (SBPs) model was derived from protein-ligand complexes, which 

illustrate the potential interactions, exist between ligand and protein. It is a useful tool for 

medicinal chemists to identify novel ligands, which fulfill the pharmacophore 

requirements and have a high probability of being biologically active. It depends on the 

following steps (i) Protein structure preparation, (ii) binding site detection, (iii) 

pharmacophore feature definition, and (iv) Pharmacophore feature selection. StBPs can 

be efficiently used for virtual screening, ligand binding mode prediction, and binding 

site similarity serach. Therefore, it’s a valuable tool for hit and lead optimization, 

compound library design and scaffold hopping, virtual screening, and multi-target drug 

design (99).  

5.5. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: 

We used the following E.coli β-glucuronidase PDB I.Ds of ligand-bound protein co-

crystallize structure for generating structure-based pharmacophore (SBPs) models by 

using software Ligand Scout 3.0 version. 

PDB I.D 3LPF, consist of a thiourea derivative inhibitor bound with receptor protein β-

glucuronidase of resolution 2.26 Å (Fig 5.7.1 and 5.7.2). 

PDB I.D 3LPG, consist of a urea derivative inhibitor bound with receptor protein β-

glucuronidase of resolution 2.26 Å (Fig 5.8.1 and 5.8.2). 
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PDB I.D 3K4D, consist of a glucoro-lectum inhibitor bound with receptor protein β-

glucuronidase of resolution 2.39 Å (Fig 5.9.1 and 5.9.2). 

Altogether, five pharmacophore models were generated, out of which three individual 

models were derived with the help of each PDB. While two pharmacophore models were 

generated as a shared and merged feature Pharmacophore.  

5.5.1. Structure-based individual pharmacophore: 

Structure-based individual pharmacophore was also generated by using Ligand Scout 3.0. 

version. 

5.5.1.1 Structure-based pharmacophore derived from 3LPF: 

 

Fig-5.7.1 3D Structure-based pharmacophore features of PDB I.D 3LPF from 

Ligand Scout 3.0 version  
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Ligand Scout depicting following pharmacophore features as mentioned in (Fig. 5.7.1).  

Yellow spheres showed two hydrophobic methyl substituents. 

Yellow sphere showed one hydrophobic aromatic substituent. 

Green vector (arrow) showed the hydrogen bonding of NH with a conserved water 

molecule HOH 680.  

 Green vector arrow showed the H-bonding of hydroxyl OH with amino acid. Glu413A. 

 Red vectors (arrows) showed the H-bonding of HOH 731, and HOH 733 with a hydroxyl 

group OH. 

Gray spheres showed the excluded volume. 

 

Fig-5.7.2 2D Structure-based pharmacophore features of 3LPF by using Ligand 

Scout 3.0 version. 
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5.5.1.2 Structure-based pharmacophore (SBPs) derived from 3LPG  

Individual structure-based pharmacophore model was also derived from PDB I.d 3LPG 

(Fig. 5.8.1 and 5.8.2). 

 

Fig-5.8.1 3D Structure-based pharmacophore features of 3LPG by using Ligand 

Scout 3.0 version  
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Ligand Scout depicting the following pharmacophore features as mentioned in the ( Fig. 

5.71).  

Two yellow spheres showed the hydrophobic methyl benzene ring interacting with the 

amino acid Val473A, MSE447A, PHE448A. 

Yellow spheres showed the one hydrophobic aromatic ring and hydrophobic fluorine. 

 Green vector (arrow) showed the H-bonding donor NH to the acceptor HOH 667. 

 Red vector (arrow) showed the hydrogen acceptor of carbonyl group of aldehyde from 

donor HOH677. 

Gray spheres showed the excluded volume. 

 

Fig-5.8.2 2D Structure-based pharmacophore features of 3LPG from Ligand Scout 

3.0 version 
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5.5.1.3. Structure-based pharmacophore derived from 3K4D: 

Individual structure-based pharmacophore model was also derived from PDB I.d 3K4D 

(Fig. 5.9.1 and 5.9.2). 

 

Fig-5.9.1 3D Structure-based pharmacophore features of 3K4D from Ligand Scout 

3.0 version  

 

Ligand Scout depicting the following pharmacophore features as mentioned in (Fig. 

5.9.1).  

Two red vectors (arrows) showed of H-acceptors, one of the carboxylate anion, and one 

of the lactam carbonyl keto group. 

Three red-green vectors (arrows) showed the 3H donor / acceptor of three OH groups. 
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One pointed sphere showed the negative ionizable area of carboxylate anion. 

Gray spheres showed the excluded volume. 

 

Fig-5.9.2 2D Structure-based pharmacophore features of 3K4D from Ligand Scout 

3.0 version. 

 

5.5.2. Structure-based shared feature pharmacophore generation : 

In the next step, a structure-based 3D pharmacophore model was developed to search 

specific similarity and therapeutically potent inhibitors. A five-point pharmacophore 

model was generated by using Ligand Scout version 3.0. For this purpose we used the 

PDB I.D 3LPF on the basis of its inhibitor IC50 value 326 nM to extract the structure-

based pharmacophore (SBPs) model, by setting it as a reference, the remaining two PDBs 

3LPG and 3K4D were aligned over it, then generated a shared featured five point 

pharmacophore. This comprised on the following five features (Fig 5.9) 
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3.5.2. Structure-based Shared and merged feature pharmacophore (SBPs) models: 

Shared and merged feature Structure-based pharmacophore models were also derived by 

using all three available PDB I.d 3LPF, 3LPG and 3K4D (Fig 5.9 and 5.10). 

 

Fig-5.10 Depicting a five (5) element based shared feature pharmocophore model 

derived from PDB I.D, 3LPF, 3LPG and 3K4D. by using Ligand Scout, three (3) 

green vectors showing H-donors, five (5) red vectors showing H-acceptors, four (4) 

yellow spheres depicting lipophilicity with hydrophobic regions grey spheres 

showing the excluded volume, along with reference point set with a.a residues from 

active site  contour. 
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Fig-5.11. Depicting a merged feature pharmacophore derived model, from PDB I.d 

3LPF, 3LPG and 3K4D. by using Ligand Scout, it comprises of the features, six(6) 

red vectors showing the H-acceptors, four (4) green vectors showing the H-donors , 

one red pointed sphere representing the negative ionizable area, six (6) spheres 

showing the hydrophobic region, grey spheres showing excluded volume along with 

reference point set with amino.acid residues from active site contour. 
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Pharmacophore structural features are usually explained in terms of lipophilic centers, 

hydrophobic region, proton donor, proton acceptor, aromatic ring centroids, negative ionizable 

area, positive ionizable area and so on. These features are separated in terms of distances between 

these feature points, represented by “r” (100). Shared feature and merged feature pharmacophore 

model derived by Ligand Scout depicted all the keen pharmacophore features, which are 

responsible for the biological activity (Fig. 5.9 and 5.10). 

General work flow scheme  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig-5.12. showing the overall schematic representation of structure-based 

pharmacophore model generation and virtual screening. 

 

Overall Work flow for the Structure-based Virtual 

screening against β-Glucuronidase 

Structure-Based Pharmacophore Mapping (Ligand scout) 

Generation of three individual st-based pharmacophores 

By PDB (3LPF, 3LPG and 3K4D, two shared and merged feature 

Pharmacophore models 

 

 

 

 

Pharmacophore-based Virtual screening 

(MOE) 

 

 

Structure-based Molecular Docking 

FRED and GOLD 

1,249 are the pharmacophore-based  

Virtually screened HITs 

Virtual screening by using st-based 

Pharmacophore models 

8,262 filtered data-base 

1,315 data-set subjected for 

Docking by FRED, top 5% 68 compounds 

were selected for   bio-assay screening 

 

33 compounds were screened,  

21 active 

11 potent inhibitors 
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5.6. PHARMACOPHORE-BASED VIRTUAL SCREENING OF IN-

HOUSE DATA-BASE: 

Virtual screening of chemical data-bases was successfully helpful to search novel lead 

candidates which are suitable for further research. It has the advantage over other de novo 

design methods, because hit compounds can be easily obtained from commercial sources 

for biological activity assay. Pharmacophore-based virtual screening provides more 

comprehensive and sophisticated way to screen millions of compounds within a 

manageable period. In this way VS plays a more important role in future rational drug 

designing process (100). 

In the present study, five structure-based pharmacophore models were derived with the 

help of three available PDBs. 3LPF, 3LPG and 3K4D by using Ligand Scout software 

3.0. The models were used, to search chemical data-base of ICCBS consisting of over 

9,000 structurally diversified molecules by using Molecular Operating Environment 

(MOE) (2010-212). MOE is the most useable software in computational based drug 

designing and discovery process designed by Chemical Computing Group. The software 

is successfully using in structure-based drug design, fragment-based drug design, 

Pharmacophore discovery, protein and anti-body modeling, 3DQSAR (3dimenssional 

quantitative structure activity relationship), Molecular modeling and simulations (101). 

The Data-base was filtered to obtain drug-like candidates by using MOE. Filter removes 

all of those compounds which deviate from Lipinski rule of five and follow drug ability 

criteria. After filtration of data-base 8,262 drug-like filtered candidates, were obtained 

which further used for pharmacophore-based virtual screening. All of the derived models 

were saved into .Ph4 MOE compatible format. The data-base was saved into .mdb 
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format. The software took the Pharmacophore model and searched the query editor on 

database.  Pharmacophore-based virtual screening identified 999 hits by shared feature 

Pharmacophore 3LPF, 65 hits by individual 3LPG pharmacophore model, 85 hits by 

individual 3K4D pharmacophore model and 100 hits by using merged and shared feature 

pharmacophore models, which altogether screened 1,249 hits. 

 

 

 

Graph. 5.1. Showing the graphical representation of Pharmacophore-based Hits / non-Hits with 

decoys. Where the X-axis blue bar represents total no of Pharmacophore-based Hits (1,249) 

redundancy of in-house data-base, while the red bar represents total no of non-Hits (7,013)  non-

redundancy in decoys. The Y-axis representing total no of compounds in the decoy-set (8,262) of 

in-house data base used for virtual screening. 
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5.7. DOCKING OF IN-HOUSE DATA-BASE AGAINST β-GLUCURONIDASE: 

Molecular docking of pharmacophore-based Hits was carried out by using PDB I.D 

3LPF, which is a 3D X-ray co-crystallize structure of E-coli β-glucuronidase bound with 

a thiourea derivative  (IC50 369 nM ) with 2.26 Å resolution, the ligand Z77 showing  

interactions with amino acid residues, Glu413A, Leu361, Phe448A and Tyr472A , ( Fig 

5.5). 

 

Fig-5.13. Carboxylate anion of Glu413 showing H-bond interactions with the 

hydroxyl group of ligand, PDB I.d 3LPF. 

5.8. STRUCTURE-BASED VIRTUAL SCREENING: 

5.8.1. Selection and preparation of protein: 

Selection of protein (β-glucuronidase) particular structure for docking was done on the 

basis of protein-ligand complex resolution of the co-crystallize structure. Protein PDB 
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I.D 3LPF was used to perform docking with Z77 (thiourea derivative) bound ligand of 

resolution 2.26 Å. It is a dimmer protein which consists of two chains, chain A and chain 

B with similar catalytic amino acid residues. We selected chain A with conserved water 

molecules HOH, 655 and 733 respectively (102). 

 5.8.2. Catalytic residues:  

Catalytic traid amino acid residues include two acidic amino acids glutamic acid  Glu540 

and Glu451 and a tyrosine residue Tyr504. Apart from catalytic traid residues, some other 

interactive amino acid residues have also been reported which non-covalently interacts 

with ligand like, Glu413A, Leu361, Phe448A and Tyr472 (97). 

5.8.3.  Reported inhibitors data-set: 

We selected 66 already reported known inhibitors from the literature of β-glucuronidase 

belongs from different classes of compounds. All of the compounds 2D mol format 

structures were converted into 3D mol2 format by using open babel command-line 

Minimizations of compounds were performed by using Omega (OpenEye Scientific 

Software) to generate lowest energy conformers. 

5.8.4.  In-house decoy set of compounds: 

Over 9,000 compounds were obtained from the in-house data-base of International 

Center for Chemical and Biological Studies (I.C.C.B.S) which comprises of synthetic, 

semi-synthetic and natural product based compounds, initially data-base was filtered to 

obtain drug-like candidates by using MOE (Molecular Operating Environment) Filter 

removes all of those compounds which deviate from Lipinski rule of five and follows the 

drug ability criteria. Finally, obtained 8,262 drug-like filtered compounds, which was 

used for docking via FRED docking software 3.0.1 version. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glutamic_acid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrosine
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5.9. DOCKING WITH FRED (Fast Rigid Exhaustive Docking): 

Docking of in-house data-base against receptor β-glucuronidase was performed by using 

FRED docking software. 1,249 pharmacophore-based hits of compound along with 66 

known inhibitors (1,315 altogether) were used for docking, molecular charges were 

added at first then minimization of molecules was performed by using Omega (Open Eye 

Scientific Software) to generate low energy conformers, and subjected for docking by 

using FRED, which successfully docked 1,315 molecules after completion of docking. 

Enrichment factor was calculated for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of docked molecules by 

using the following formula 

Enrichment factor (subset) =      Hits      /   Hit t 

                                                     Ns            N t 

Where Hits = no of actives in a subset, Ns = total no of compounds in a subset, Hitt = 

total no of actives (reported inhibitors) in the data-base, Nt = total no of compounds in 

the data-base  

or 

E.F= no of actives in % of data-base /% of data-base* complete data-base/total no of 

known actives 

By using this formula, we calculated the enrichment factor for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20 % 

of structure-based pharmacophore-based hits from in-house data-base. 

“Enrichments smaller than 1 are indicative of a preferred selection of inactive 

compounds, corresponding to an enrichment of active compounds at the bottom of the 

sorted library” (102). 
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5.9.1. Rescoring by using genetic optimization for ligand docking (GOLD): 

As the new version of FRED consists of only a single scoring function Chemgauss-4. It is 

the modified form of Chemgauss-3 scoring function and has improved hydrogen bonding 

and metal chelator terms. Therefore, to get more information rescoring of FRED scoring 

function Chemgauss-4 score was performed by using GOLD software 5.1 version, into 

Gold-score, Chem-score and ASP (Astex Statistical Potential) scoring functions. Gold 

scoring functions are dimensionless. However, in each case, the magnitude of score 

indicates how best the ligand bound with receptor, higher the value of score represents 

the best binding of ligand with receptor. The Gold score fitness function is the original 

scoring function of GOLD. It deals with ligand binding positions and non-covalent 

binding interactions such as H-bonding energy, van der Waals energy, metal interaction 

and ligand torsion strain. While the Chem-score fitness function deals with dG that 

represents total free energy change. It also incorporates a protein-ligand atom clash term 

and an internal energy term. Chem-score takes account of hydrophobic-hydrophobic 

contact area, hydrogen bonding, ligand flexibility and metal interaction.  

After rescoring comparative enrichment factor was calculated for 5%, 10%, 15% and 

20% of pharmacophore-based identified hits respectively. It was observed that out of 

these four scoring functions, Chemgauss-4 was found to be as a best within 5% 

enrichment, while for the rest of 10%, 15% and 20% scoring function, Chem-score was 

found to be dominant, comparative to GOLD score and ASP score.(Astex Statistical 

Potential) (Table 5.1 and 5.2). 
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Table-5.1 

Showing the E.F for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of in-house data-base against β-

Glucuronidase: 

Enrichment 

factor 
Chemgauss-4 Gold-score Chem-score ASP score 

5% 0.99 0.30 0.60 0.00 

10% 0.75 0.60 1.06 0.40 

15% 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.40 

20% 0.83 0.83 0.98 0.37 

 

Table-5.2 

Showing the % E.F for 5%,10%,15% and 20% of in-house data-base against β-

glucuronidase 

 
 

%Enrichment 

factor 
Chemgauss-4 Gold-score Chem-score ASP score 

5% 4.96% 1.51% 3.03% 0.00% 

10% 7.57% 6.05% 10.60% 6.69% 

15% 12.10% 12.12% 15.15% 7.50% 

20% 16.69% 16.69% 20.09% 12.21% 

 

 

5.9.2 Bar-graph representation for FRED and GOLD scoring functions: 

Following are the graphs representing the E.F of FRED and GOLD software. For 5% of 

data-base, scoring function, Chemgauss-4 of FRED is dominant (graph. 5.2) while for 

the remaining 10%, 15% and 20% of data-base scoring function Chemscore of GOLD is 

dominant (graph, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5). 
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    E.F for 5%    graph 5.2                                            E.F for 10%    graph 5.3                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                          

     E.F for 15%   graph 5.4                                E.F for 20%   graph 5.5                                          

 

Graph.5.2-5.5. Showing the bar-graph representation of Enrichment Factor for 5%, 

10%, 15% and 20% FRED and GOLD scoring functions.  

5.9.3. Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC):  

ROC curve is used to validate the docking software performance, which differentiate b/w 

the true binders (true positives) with non-binders (false negatives). It’s a plot between 

sensitivity and 1-specificity. Sensitivity defines the presence of true actives in a data-

base. Higher the value of sensitivity represents the more presence of true positives in-

data-base, while specificity defines the presence of true-negatives (non-actives) in a 
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data-base. As we have more actives, represent the increase sensitivity and decrease 

probability of specificity (presence of non-binders). This statistical test is used in high- 

throughput computational based (virtual screening) to be efficiently quickly distinguish 

between actives and non-actives in a decoy set of compounds. On this basis, we can 

consider an optimal model (true-binders) and reject (discard) sub-optimal modal the data 

which is not required (comprised on non-binders). Accuracy was measured by the area 

under the curve. An area of 1 represents a perfect test, while an Area of 0.5 is worthless, 

however, 0.7 to 0.9 is considered to be the acceptable value, here in our case AUC, value 

obtained as 0.76, which is good and acceptable value and proved that our data-set is 

considerably enriched with true actives, as we increase the cut off value of data-base 

(small-subsets) in which true positives are present, the probability of finding TP 

increases, which ultimately increases the sensitivity (103-104). 

 

Graph 5.6. ROC curve between sensitivity and 1-specificity 

Where X-axis= (1-specificity) represents the false+ves in decoys. 

Y-axis represents the sensitivity (true+ves in decoys). 
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5.9.4 Observed interactions of Bio-assay screened compounds:   

 

Following are the docked poses of 33 compounds derived by MOE, which were subjected 

for in-vitro screening against β-glucuronidase All of the inhibitors showed keen 

interactions with catalytic amino acid residues (Table 5.3). 

Table-5.3 

Showing observed interactions of 33 Bio-assay screened compounds against β- 

Glucoroniodase enzyme 

Compound no Ligand-receptor docked pose Observed interactions of docked pose 

by using Molecular Operating 

Environment (MOE) 

1 

 

2-β-OH of pyranose substituent of the 

coumarin moiety acts as a OH-donor 

to Glu503, 3-α-OH acts as a donor to 

Asp161 for H-bonding, while 5-β-H 

acts as donor to Glu413 for H-

bonding  

 

2 

 

Tyr472 shows arene arene π –π 

stacking interactions with a coumarin 

moiety of compound, Trp549, shows 

arene –H donor interactions to the α-

OH of pyranose sugar unit and forms 

H-bonding, Arg562 acts as acceptor 

for the OH donor of a sugar unit of 

compound.β-OH of sugar acts as a 

donor to Glu413 for H-bonding, 
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terminal primary alcohol acts as a 

donor to the Asp163 for H-bonding  

  

3 

 

Tyr472, acts as acceptor for β-OH of 

sugar unit, Arg562 acts as donor and 

acceptor for β-OH, and glycosidic 

linkage of O atom for H bonding, 

Ser557 acts as H- donor to the 

lactone moity of coumarin unit, 

olifenic –H- of α,β unsaturated 

coumarin moiety acts as a donor to 

the acceptor Tyr260  

 

4 

 

 

 

 

Arg562 acting as H-donor to the 

nitrogen for H-bonding.  

 

5 

 

Thioimidazole (thione) moiety acts as 

H-donor for H-bonding to Asp163 

and gly413, Tyr472 shows H-donor 

to lone pair of N-atom for H-bonding  
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6 

 

One NH of triazole thione acts as H-

donor to Glu413 for H-bonding, 

another NH of thione acts as H-donor 

to Asp163 for H-bonding, Asn412 

acts as H-donor to the sulphur atom 

for H-bonding Arg562 acts as H-

donor to the lone pair of N atom for 

H-bonding.  

  

 

7 

 

Sulphur of triazole (thione) acts as 

acceptor for H-donor from Asn412 

and Glu413. NH of thione acts as H-

donor to Phe161 and Glu413. Arg562 

acts as H-donor to the sulphone group 

of compound. Tyr472 shows rene 

arene π-π stacking interactions with 

the aromatic ring of the compound.  

 

8 

 

NH- of indol ring acts as backbone 

H-donor to Phe161 for H-bonding, 

another phenyl ring of indol moiety 

showed arene- arene π-π stacking 

with Tyr472 amino acid. 2-hydroxy 

substituted phenyl ring acts as 

acceptor from Lys568 for H- 

bonding.  
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9 

 

 

 

 

Br of the compound acts as an 

electron-donor to the Glu413  

 

10 

 

 

 

 

Tyr572 shows arene-arene π-π 

stacking interactions with indol ring. 

Trp549 acts as an arene-H donor to 

methoxy oxygen for H-bonding. 

Thr556 acts as a H-donor to the lone 

pair of azo-nitrogen.  

 

 

11 

 

Glu413 and Tyr472 showing the 

arene arene π-π stacking interactions 

with aromatic and olifinic bond. 

Tyr472 also acts as H-donor to the 

oxygen atom of aromatic substituted 

NO2 group for H-bonding. NH of 

indol acts as H-donor to phe161 for 

H-bonding  
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12 

 

Tyr472, Lys565 acts as H-donor to 

the oxygen atom of aromatic 

substituted NO2 group for H-bonding, 

Leu561 acts as H-donor to the lone 

pair of a nitrogen atom of cyano 

group. NH of indol ring shows H-

donor to the Phe161.  

 

13 

 

 

 

 

NH of indol acts as a H-donor to the 

Glu413 for H-bonding  

 

14 

 

Phenyl ring showing the arene arene 

π-π stacking interactions with 

Tyr472, Lys568, Arg562 acts as H-

donor to the sulphur of thiourea 

moiety for H-bonding, one NH of 

thiourea acts as H-donor to Asp163 

for H- bonding.  

 

15 

 

 

 

 

NH of cyclic amine acts as H-donor 

to the Glu413 for H-bonding  
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16 

 

One NH of cyclic urea moiety acts as 

H-donor to Tyr472 for H-bonding, 

another NH of cyclic urea acts as H-

donor to Glu504 for H 

bonding.Lys568 acts as H-donor to 

the oxygen of carobonyl urea for H-

bonding. Cyclic amine acts as H- 

donor to Glu413 for H-bonding.  

 

17 

 

Tyr472 shows arene arene π-π 

interactions with the phenyl ring 

cyclic amine and aliphatic side chain 

acts as H-donor to Glu413 for H-

bonding.  

 

18 

 

Tyr572 shows arene arene π-π 

stacking interactions with the phenyl 

and pyrol ring, phenyl substituted Br 

acts as an electron-donor to Glu413, 

NH of indol moiety acts as H-donor 

to Gly362 for H-bonding.  

 

19 

 

Tyr472 shows arene arene –π-π 

stacking interactions with the indol 

ring. NH- ats as H-backbone donor to 

Gly362 Br acts as a lone pair donor to 

Thr556, another Br acts as lone pair 

donor to Glu413. Try549 shows 

arene-H interactions with a methoxy 

substituent.  
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20 

 

One NH of thioimidazole (thione)acts 

as H-donor to Glu413, while another 

NH acts as an H-donor to Phe161 for 

H-bonding Asn412 and Glu413 acts 

as a H donor to the lone pair of 

sulphur atom and shows H-

bonding.Tyr472 shows arene arene π-

π stacking interactions with hydoxy 

and methoxy substituted phenyl ring, 

Arg562 acts as H-donor to the 

oxygen atom of SO2.  

 

21 

 

Glu413, Asn432 acts as H-acceptor 

and donor respectively to the α-OH 

of a sugar unit, for H-donding. 

Phe161 acts as backbone acceptor for 

primary OH of a sugar unit.  

22 

 

 

 

 

NH of indol ring act as H-donor to 

the Phe161 for H-bonding.  
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23 

 

Arg562 acts as H-donor to the lone 

pair of cyano N atom.Gly559 acts as 

backbone H-donor to the lone pair of 

N-atom. NH of indol moiety acts as 

backbone H-donor to the Phe161 for 

H-bonding  

 

24 

 

 

 

 

Br acts as an electron-donor to 

Glu413  
 

25 

 

 

 

 

Tyr472 showing arene-arene π-π 

stacking interactions with indol 

aromatic ring.  

 

26 

 

 

 

 

Ser557 acts as H-donor to the β-OH 

of compound for H-bonding.  
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27 

 

Tyr472 showing arene arene π 

stacking interactions with the π-

electron system of naphthalene ring, 

OH substituted acts as backbone H-

donor to Phe161 for H-bonding.  

 

28 

 

Arene-arene π-π stacking interactions 

between the aromatic ring of 

compound with Tyr472 also 

observed. Lys568 and Tyr472 both 

acts as H-donor to the amide carbonyl 

oxygen for H-bonding. Asp163 acts 

as H-acceptor from the compound.  

 

 

29 

 

Arene-arene π–π stacking interactions 

were observed between the dichloro 

substituted aromatic ring of 

compound with Try472. It also acts 

as H-donor to the amide carbonyl 

oxygen for H-bonding, Asp163 acts 

as acceptor for the Hydrogen of 

compound, Trp549 also shows arene–

H interactions with the compound.  
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30 

 

NH of pyrol ring acts as H-donor to 

the Glu413,aromatic substituted 

methoxy acts as H-donor to the 

Tyr160 for H-bonding.  

 

31 

 

Lys568 acts as H-donor to the oxygen 

atom of caroboxylate anion. Arg562 

acts as H-donor to the caroboxylate 

anion as well as oxygen of lactum. 

sulphur of thiolactum acts as an 

electron-donor to Glu413 for H-

bonding. NH of  amide acts as H-

donor for hydrogen bonding with 

Asp163, it also shows ionic 

interactions with the cation NH3
+  

 

32 

 
 

 

 

 

Tyr472 shows arene arene π-π 

interactions with the phenyl ring 

cyclic amine and aliphatic side chain 

acts as H-donor to Glu413 for H-

bonding. CH2 of cyclic amine also 

acts as H-donor for hydrogen 

bonding with Phe161.  
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33  

 

 

One NH of triazole (thione) acts as 

H-donor to Glu413, while another 

NH acts as H-donor to Phe161 for H-

bonding Asn412 and Glu413 acts as 

an H donor to the lone pair of sulphur 

atom and shows H-bonding.Tyr472 

shows arene arene π-π stacking 

interactions with hydoxy and 

methoxy substituted phenyl ring, 

Arg562 acts as H-donor to the 

oxygen atom of SO2.  
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5.9.5 Observed interactions of 35 Structure-based hits for 5% enrichment of data-

base: 

Following are the docked poses of 35 Structure-based hits for 5% enrichment of data-

base which did not biologically screen. All of the ligands showed keen interactions with 

catalytic traid amino acid residues (Table 5.4).  

Table. 5.4 

Showing observed interactions of 35 Structure-based hits for 5% enrichment of 

data-base 

 

 

Compound no 

 

Ligand-receptor docked pose 

 

Observed interactions by using 

MOE software 

1 

 

 

Phenyl-H of coumarin moiety acts 

as H-donor to Phe161 for H-

bonding 
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2 

 

Phenyl ring of coumarin showing 

arene arene π-π interactions with 

Tyr472. 2-β-hydroxy acts as H-

acceptor from Arg562 and Lys568 

respectively. 3-α-hydroxy acts as 

H-donor to Asp263, and H-acceptor 

from Lys568 and Trp569 

respectively. Oxygen of the 

carbonyl group acts as donor to 

MSE447. 

3 

 

 

 

3-α-OH of pyranose moiety acts as 

a donor to Glu413 for H-bonding. 

OH of primary alcoholic acts as H-

donor for H-bonding with Phe161 

4 

 

Arg562 acts as H-donor to the 

oxygen of the pyran moiety for H-

bonding, Lys568 acts as H-donor to 

primary alcoholic group of pyran 

moiety for H-bonding while Ser557 

acts as acceptor from OH donor of 

dimethoxy substituted phenyl ring 

for H-bonding. 
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5 

 

Arene arene π-π stacking interactions 

were observed b/w the 2-β-OH of 

pyran moiety for H-bonding and α- 

OH acts as a donor to Glu504 for H-

bonding. 4-OH of xanthenes acts as 

H-donor to the Tyr160 for H-

bonding. Primary alcoholic group 

acts as H-acceptor from Trp549 for 

H-bonding. 

6 

 

 

 

 

4-H of xanthene acts as H-donor to 

the Phe161 for H-bonding. 

7 

 

 

 

 

4-H of xanthene acts as H-donor to 

the Phe161 for H-bonding. 
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8 

 

2, 3-α-hydroxyl of pyran acts as H-

acceptor from Lys568. Tyr472 also 

acts as H-donor to 3-α-OH of 

pyranose for H-bonding. 2-α OH also 

acts as a donor to Asp566 for H-

bonding, 5-β-H acts as H-donor to 

Glu413 for H-bonding. Arg562 acts 

as H-donor to 1-β and 2-α OH, 

carbonyl oxygen of ester substituent 

acts as donor to MSE447 for H-

bonding. Oxygen of lactone 

carbonyl acting as acceptor from 

Ser557, 2-H is acting as H-donor to 

Tyr160. 

9 

 

 

 

OH of xanthene acts as H-donor to 

the Glu413 for H-bonding, 3-α OH 

acts as H-donor to Glu504. 

10 

 

Primary alcoholic group of pyran 

sugar moiety acts as H-acceptor to 

Phe161 for H-bonding. 2-β H acts 

as H-donor to Glu513 for H-

bonding. 4-α- OH acts as H- 

acceptor from H-donor of Asp161. 

H-5 also acts as H-donor to Glu413 
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for H-bonding. 

11 

 

 

 

Oxygen of keto acts as H-acceptor 

from Arg562, NH of indol moiety 

acts as H-donor to Phe161 for H-

bonding. 

12 

 

 

 

 

OH of ter-butyl alcohol acts as H-

donor to Tyr360 for H-bonding, 

Arg562 acts as H-donor to 4-β OH 

for H-bonding. 

13 

 

3-β-OH of pyran moiety acts as H-

donor and H-acceptor for Glu504, 

and Asp412 respectively, 5-α-H 

acts as an H-donor to Asp163 for 

H-bonding while, primary alcoholic 

OH of pyran acts as H-acceptor 

from Tyr472 for H-bonding, 

carbonyl oxygen of carboxylate 

moiety acts as H-acceptor from 

Gly559. 
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14 

 

 

1-α-H acts as H-donor to Glu413 

for H-bonding. 4-α-OH acts as H 

acceptor from Asp163 for H-

bonding. Arene arene π-π stacking 

interactions were also observed 

between Tyr472 and caumarin 

moiety. 4-α-OH of pyran acts as H-

donor to the Leu361 for H-bonding. 

15 

 

Arene-arene π-π stacking interaction 

was observed between Tyr472 and 

caumarine moiety, while Leu361 

showed arene-H interactions with the 

coumatrin moiety, OH of phenyl ring 

acts as OH donor to Glu413. 

2-β-OH of Arg562 acts as H-

acceptor. 4-α-OH acts as H-acceptor 

from Asp163, and also from 3-β H of 

another pyran moiety it accepts H-

atom for H-bonding. 

16 

 

 

2 and 3-α-OH of pyran moiety acts 

as OH-donor to Glu413 for H-

bonding, while the primary 

alcoholic group acts as H-donor to 

Asp163 for H-bonding. However, 

the OH acts as H-acceptor from 

Arg562, His162 acts as acceptor 

from phenol OH., 3-β-OH of 

another pyran moiety acts as a 

donor to Ser557 for H-bonding, 

while 4-α-Hydroxy acts as acceptor 
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from Gly559 for H-bonding. 

17 

 

 

2-α- OH acts as OH donor to arene-

H of Tryp549 for H-bonding. 3-α 

acts as both donor and acceptor to 

Glu413 for H-bonding while, an  4-

α-OH acts as acceptor from Asn412 

for H-bonding, 5-H acts as a donor 

to Glu413, while,  6-OH acts as a 

donor to Phe161 for H-bonding. 

18 

 

 

Arg562 acts as a donor to 

hemiacetal oxygen of pyran moiety, 

Tyr showed arene-arene π-π 

stacking interactions with the 

coumarine moiety. Glu413 acts as 

acceptor from OH of the coumarin 

moiety. 

19  

 

 

 

 

 

3-α-H and 4-α-OH acts as a donor 

to Glu413 for H-bonding. Asp412 

acts as H-donor to 4-α-OH.OH of 

phenol acts as a donor to Glu413 

for H-bonding.  
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20 

 

 

 

 

2-OH of coumarin acts as a donor 

to Phe161 for H-bonding. 

21 

 

 

 

 

1-H of coumarin acts as H-donor to 

Phe161 for H-bonding. 

22 

 

 

 

3-β-H and 4-β-OH acts as  a 

backbone donor to Tyr160 for H- 

bonding, while hemiacetal oxygen 

acts as acceptor from Ser557 for H 

bonding. 
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23 

 

 

 

 

OH of xanthone acts as H-donor to 

Glu413 for H-bonding. 

 

 

24 

 

 

 

 

OH and H of benzoquinone acts as 

H-donor to Glu413 for H-bonding 

interactions.  

25 

 

 

 

 

 

β-OH and primary OH acts as 

donor and acceptor respectively for 

H-bonding. 
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26 

 

3-β-OH of pyran acts as a donor to 

Glu504, 2-α-OH acts as acceptor 

from Leu 561 for H-bonding. 

Arg562 also acts as a donor to the 

glycosidic oxygen, lactone carbonyl 

oxygen of coumarin also acts as 

acceptor from Ser557 for H-

bonding. 

 

27 

 

 

 

 

4-β-OH of the pyranose moiety acts 

as a donor to Asp161 for H-

bonding. 

28 

 

 

 

Oxygen of naphthalene-oxo ethyl 

acts as H-acceptor from Arg562 for 

H-bonding, NH of pyrolidinium ion 

acts as H-donor to the Asp 163 for 

H-bonding. 
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29 

 

 

 

Tyr 472 showed arene-arene, π-π 

stacking interactions with di-chloro 

substituted phenyl ring, Lys568 acts 

as H-donor to the amide carbonyl 

oxygen for H-bonding, Trp549 acts 

as arene H-donor to CH2 of amide, 

Asp163 acts as acceptor from 

CH2.of qunoxalin substitute. 

 

30 

 

 

Arene-arene π-π stacking 

interactions were observed between 

Tyr472 and coumarin, carbonyl 

oxygen of coumarin lactone acts as 

acceptor from MSE447. Phe161 

acts as backbone acceptor from 

coumrin α-olifenic H.phenol OH 

acts as a backbone donor to Asp 

412 for H-bonding. 

31 

 

 

 

Asp263 acts as a backbone donor to 

α-OH of cyclo-hexenol. 3-β-OH of 

pyran also acts as a donor to 

Asp263 for H-bonding. 2-α-OH 

also acts as a donor to Glu504 for 

H-bonding. 5-α-H acts as a donor to 

Glu413 for H-bonding. 
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32 

 

 

 

 

 

6-β-H of the primary alcoholic 

group of pyranose sugar acting as 

H-donor to  Glu413 for H-bonding.  

 33 

 

 

 

 

2-α, 3-β-OH of pyran moiety acts 

as a donor to Glu404 and Asp163 

respectively. 5-α-H acts as a donor 

to Glu413 for H-bonding.  

34 

 

 

 

Primary alcoholic OH acts as an 

acceptor from Arg562, 5-H acts as 

a donor to Asp163, 2-α-H and 3-α-

OH acts as a donor to Glu413 for 

H-bonding. Asp412 also acts as a 

donor to 3-α-OH for H-bonding. 
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35 

          

 

 

Arene-arene π-π stacking 

interactions were observed between 

Tyr472 and dichloro substituted 

phenyl ring. 2-chloro also acts as an 

electron-donor (Lewis base to 

Glu413). 

 

5.9.6. In-Vitro screening of identified Hits: 

5.9.6.1. β-Glucuronidase inhibition assay protocol:  

Inhibitory activity of β-Glucuronidase was determined with the help of 

spectrophotometric method by measuring the absorbance at 405 nm of p-nitro phenol 

formed from the substrate (p-nitro phenyl-β-D-glucuronide, N1627-250 mg, Sigma 

Aldrich). The total reaction volume was 250 μL. The compound dissolved in DMSO 

(100%), which becomes 2% in the ultimate assay (250 μL) and the similar conditions 

were used for standard (D-saccharin acid 1, 4-lactone, Sigma Aldrich). The reaction 

mixture contained 185 μL of 0.1 M acetate buffer, 5 μL of test compound solution, 10 μL 

of (1U) enzyme solution (G7396-25KU, Sigma Aldrich) was incubated at 37°C for 30 

min. The plates were read on a multiplate reader (SpectraMax plus 384) at 405 nm after 

the addition of 50 μL of 0.4 mM p-nitrophenyl-β-D-glucuronide. All assays were 

performed in triplicate. IC50 values were calculated by using EZ-Fit software (Perrella 

Scientific Inc., Amherst, MA, U.S.A.). These values are the mean of three independent 

readings.  
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5.9.6.2. Bio-assay screening results against β-glucuronidase: 

            

Following are the bio-assay screening results of top ranked 5% enrichment compounds 

identified by structure-based virtual screening (StBVS) of in-house data-base by using 

FRED software. 

              

Table-5.5 

Showing the In-Vitro screening results of thirty three screened compounds 

against β-glucuronidase. 

 

S.No % Inhibition Conc. (mM) IC50 µM 

1 96.9 0.2 4.5 ±0.44 

2 54.5 0.2 318.5±4.41 

3 67.2 0.2 261.7±7.02 

4 63.0 0.2 140.9±4.10 

5 95.1 0.2 14.7±1.88 

6 81.0 0.2 11.8±0.86 

7 78.1 0.2 11.4±0.04 

8 97.8 0.2 1.2±1.03 

9 56.6 0.2 290.0±4.50 

10 62.1 0.2 8.5±1.43 

11 67.4 0.2 94.4±1.30 

12 57.3 0.05 34.9±0.21 

13 73.4 0.4 15.3±2.30 

14 59.2 0.2 162.9±2.50 

15 53.6 0.2 82.9±2.30 

16 13.6 0.2 Inactive 
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17 54.4 0.2 385.3±5.58 

18 99.2 0.2 1.3±0.64 

19 75.9 0.2 16.1±0.76 

20 93.4 0.2 16.6±0.69 

21 91 0.2 141.6±0.27 

22 41.1 0.4 Inactive 

23 -ve 0.4 Inactive 

24 -ve 0.4 Inactive 

25 23.1 0.4 Inactive 

26 -ve 0.4 Inactive 

27 28.1 0.4 Inactive 

28 45.5 0.4 Inactive at 

29 25.2 0.4 Inactive 

30 41.4 0.4 Inactive 

31 13.6 0.4 Inactive 

32 41.1 0.4 Inactive 

33 
36.2 

 
0.4 Inactive 

Standard inhibitor 

(D-saccharic acid,1,4-

lactone) 

89.4  45.4±2.16 
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5.9.7 Ranking of ligands according to Chemgauss-4 scoring function for thirty 

three biologically. screened inhibitors: 

FRED uses multi-conformer docking algorithm, which generates a set of low-energy 

conformers separately, and then do rigid docking of each conformer. FRED, is a non-

stochastic and finds the most favorable ligand pose via a systematic exploration of 

conformational and rotational space Chemgauss-4 is an optimized scoring function of 

FRED Chemgauss-3, The interactions which can be scored by Chemgauss-4 scoring 

functions include steric, H-acceptor, H-donors, coordinating groups, metals, lone pairs, 

polar hydrogens, chelator coordinating groups and overall total H-bonding score between 

ligand and protein, higher the magnitude of Chemgauss-4 represents the more tightly 

binding of ligand with receptor through non-covalent forces of interactions. From the 

above results, it has been cleared that all of the actives showed increased magnitude of f-

4, scoring function which can be easily observed by the docked poses of individual 

ligand, where H-bonding is frequently observed between donor and acceptors that was 

successfully calculated by Chemgauss-4. Therefore, scoring function value validates our 

in-vitro results (Table. 5.6). The slight difference in magnitude strength comes due to 

molecular dynamics effect, which was dominantly observed at the in-vitro level, 

comparative to molecular docking, which is rigid in nature. From our in-silico (structure-

based virtual screening) and experimental (in-vitro) screening, it has been proven that VS 

is a highly efficient technique to be quick identify the drug-like candidates, which was 

further validated by the in-vitro results as well. 
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Table. 5.6.  

Showing the ranking of ligands according to Chemgauss-4 scoring function and in-

vitro activity. 

Obs No  Chemgauss-4  IC50  µM 

1  -15.16  1.2 ± 1.03 

2  -14.46  1.3±0.64 

3  -14.75  4.5 ±0.44 

4  -15.21  8.5 ± 1.43 

5  -15.43  11.4 ± 0.04 

6  -14.27  11.8 ± 0.86 

7  -14.56  14.7 ± 1.88 

8  -14.17  15.3±2.30 

9  -13.97  16.1±0.76 

10  -14.43  16.6±0.69 

11  -14.57  34.9±0.21 

12  -15.85  82.9±2.30 

13  -15.07  94.4±1.30 

14  -14.60  140.9±4.10 

15  -15.19  141.6±0.27 

16  -14.06  162.9±2.50 

17  -15.07  261.7±7.02 

18  -14.24  290.0±4.50 

19  -14.48  318.5±4.41 

20  -14.50  385.3±5.58 

21  -13.96  Inactive 

22  -13.98  Inactive 

23  -15.10  Inactive 

24  -14.34  Inactive 

25  -14.49  Inactive 

26  -14.43  Inactive 

27  -14.92  Inactive 

28  -14.29  Inactive 

29  -14.54  Inactive 

30  -14.04  Inactive 

31  -14.59  Inactive 

32  -15.02  Inactive 

33  -14.12  Inactive 
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5.9.8  Cytotoxicity assay Protocol: 

Cytotoxic activities of eleven potent inhibitors were evaluated in 96-well flat-bottomed 

micro plates by using the standard MTT (3-[4, 5-dimethylthiazole-2-yl]-2, 5-diphenyl-

tetrazolium bromide) colorimetric assay (15). For this purpose, 3T3 ( mouse fibroblast) 

cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium, supplemented with 5% of 

fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 IU / ml of penicillin and 100 µg / ml of streptomycin in 75 

cm2 flasks, and kept in 5% CO2 incubators at 37oC. Exponentially growing cells was 

harvested, counted with haemocytometer and diluted with a particular medium. Cell 

culture with the concentration of 5x104cells / ml was prepared and introduced (100 µL / 

well) into 96-well plates. After overnight incubation, medium was removed and 200 µL 

of fresh medium was added in different concentrations of compounds (1-30µM). After 48 

hrs, 200 µL MTT (0.5 mg / ml) was added to each well and incubated further for 4 hrs. 

Subsequently, 100µL of DMSO was added to each well. The extent of MTT reduction to 

formazan within cells was calculated by measuring the absorbance at 540 nm, using a 

micro plate reader (Spectra Max plus, Molecular Devices, CA, USA). The cytotoxicity 

was recorded as concentration causing 50% growth inhibition (IC50) for 3T3 cells. The 

percent inhibition was calculated by using the following formula % inhibition = 100-

((mean of O.D of test compound – mean of O.D of negative control) / (mean of O.D of 

positive control – mean of O.D of negative control)*100). 

The results (% inhibition) were processed by using Soft- Max Pro software (Molecular 

Device, USA). 
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5.9.9. Cytotoxicity screening results:  

The Eleven potent inhibitors against β-glucuronidase enzyme were also subjected to 

evaluate their cytotoxicity against 3T3 (mouse fibroblast) cell line. Out of the eleven 

compounds, three (3) compounds were found to be as completely non-cytotoxic while the 

remaining eight compounds showed moderate cytotoxicity by using a standard inhibitor 

(cycloheximide with IC50, 0.26 ± 0.1 μM ) (Table 5.7).  

Table-5.7 

Showing that compounds (1, 2 and 11) are completely non-cytotoxic, while 

compound (3-10) were showed moderate cytotoxicity against the 3T3 mouse 

fibroblast cell line 

 

S.No Cytotoxicity     IC50  μΜ 

1 >30 

2 >30 

3 17.13± 1.41 

4 13.78 ± 0.96 

5 16.84± 0.99 

6 20.12±0.58 

7 9.56±0.13 

8 10.51±0.48 

9 9.53±0.32 

10 19.54±1.07 

11 >30 

Standard   (Cycloheximide) 0.26±0.11 
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5.9.10                                           WORK FLOW SCHEME 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.8. It describes the workflow scheme of structure-based pharmacophore 

mapping and virtual screening against β-glucuronidase enzyme. 

8,262 drug-like candidates were obtained after 

filtration of in-house data-base by using MOE. 

Individual, shared and merged feature 

Pharmacophore models were derived by using 

software Ligand Scout. 

Structure-based pharmacophore-based virtual 

screening was performed by using MOE. 

Identified 1,249 hits were used for structure-

based virtual screening by using FRED 

software and rescoring was performed by using 

GOLD score. 

Out of the, thirty three biologically screened 

compounds twenty one found to be active 

against β-glucronidase 

Eleven compounds showed more potent 

inhibtiorty activity comparative to standard. 

(D-saccharic acid, 1,4-lactone) 

Out of the eleven potent inhibitors, three were 

found as completely non-cytotoxic while the 

remaining eight compounds showed moderate 

cytotoxicity against 3T3 mouse fibroblast cell 

line 
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5.9.11. Efficiency of ROF (drug-ability) for in-silico hits and experimentally bio-

active compounds: 

Table 5.9 

Showing the ROF (drug-ability) criteria for the structure-based identified hits of 

compounds. 

 

Compound 

no 
H-donor H-acceptor mol-wt log-P 

1 1 1 591.5 1.9 

2 2 2 478.4 1.1 

3 2 3 612.6 2.4 

4 2 2 486.1 1.0 

5 2 2 489.5 1.0 

6 2 3 459.4 1.0 

7 1 1 512.1 5.6 

8 1 0 547.8 7.5 

9 1 1 418.4 4.2 

10 2 3 526.2 6.0 

11 2 3 420.4 0.9 

12 3 0 513.2 5.4 

13 4 0 527.2 5.7 

14 2 3 545.0 1.0 

15 1 0 318.4 1.0 

16 1 2 380.3 3.9 

17 0 1 391.2 4.4 

18 2 1 464.3 1.3 

19 1 0 448.8 4.0 

20 4 1 419.8 1.0 

21 1 1 414.4 4.4 
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5.9.11 Results:  

Structure-based pharmacophore mapping, and virtual screening of in-house data-base 

were performed to search and identify drug-like candidates against β-glucuronidase 

enzyme by using individual and shared feature pharmacophore models. The models were 

derived from PDB I.d 3LPF, 3LPG and 3K4D. These models were used for virtual 

screening by using MOE software, which identifies altogether 1,249 hits. Molecular 

Docking of the identified hits was performed along with 66 reported inhibitors (belonged 

from different class of compounds, including benzimidazole derivatives) was performed 

by using fast rigid exhaustive docking (FRED), while rescoring was performed by GOLD 

docking software. Enrichment factor was calculated for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% 

respectively of data-base to check the potential and strength of scoring functions for 

identifying lead molecules (redundancy of in-house, data-base) and removes the non-

binders (non-redundancy of decoy-set).Sixty eight (68) compounds (5% enrichment), 

were selected for in-vitro screening to evaluate their therapeutic potential against β-

glucuronidase enzyme. Out of the sixty eight, thirty three (33) compounds were made 

available to subject for bio-assay screening. Eleven (11) compounds were found to be as 

more potent comparative to the standard inhibitor (D-saccharic acid, 1, 4-lactone). 

Compound (8) has identified and tested as a very potent inhibitor with 97.8% inhibition 

and IC50 1.2 ± 1.03 µM among the all compounds, it showed almost 44 folds increased 

inhibitory potential comparative to the standard (D-saccharic acid, 1,4-lactone), 2nd more 

potent compound (1) showed 96.9% inhibition and IC50 4.5 ± 0.44 µM, 3rd potent 

compound (6) showed 81.0% inhibition with IC50 11.8 ± 0.86 µM, 4rth potent compound 

(7) showed  78.1% inhibition with IC50 11.41 ± 0.046 µM, 5th potent  compound (10) 
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showed 62.1% inhibition with IC50 8.5 ± 1.43 µM. 6th potent compound (5) showed 

95.1% inhibition with IC50 14.7 ± 1.88 µM. 7th compound (4) showed 62.1% inhibition 

with IC50 140.9 ± 4.10 µM, 8th compound (3) showed 67.2% inhibition with IC50 

261.7±7.02µM. 9th compound (9) showed 56.6% inhibition with IC50 290.0 ± 4.50 

µM.10th compound (2) showed 54.5% inhibition with IC50 318.5 ± 4.41 µM. 11th 

compound (11) showed 67.4% inhibition with IC50 94.4 ± 1.30 µM. 12th compound (12) 

showed 57.3% inhibition with IC50 34.9 ± 0.21 µM, 13th compound (13) showed 73.4 % 

inhibition with IC50 15.3 ± 2.30 µM, 14th compound (14) showed 59.2% inhibition with 

IC50 162.9 ± 2.50 µM. 

We also find out the effectiveness of ROF (drug-ability criteria) for our structure-based 

pharmacophore hits, and experimantly bio-active ligands. it has been reported that most 

of the drugs (around 70% ) follow ROF, From our results. It has been further confirmed 

that our actives strickly follow ROF ( range of H-donor (doesn’t exceed 5) H-acceptor 

(doesn’t exceed 10) most of the compounds molecular weight was within 500 amu, but 

some are exceeding. Therefore, responsible for the selection of those compounds which 

follows drug-ability criteria, and possesses good biological activity, (Table.5.8). 
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Graphical representation for observed interactions of active compounds 

with most repeated amino acids  

 

 

Graph-5.7 Showing the interactions between actives with most repeated amino acid 

residues. 

Where, 

Y-axis, defines total no of compounds subjected for in-vitro screening, 33 compounds  

X-axis, defines most repeated a.a interactions observed in docked poses, 20 a.a with 

Glu413, 16 a.a with Tyr 472 and 6 a.a with Phe161.  
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5.10.1.  Structure Activity relationship (SAR):  

5.10.1.1. (SAR) of halo (Cl, Br) substituted Indol derivatives:  

From the above docked pose derived by MOE analysis of  halo (Cl, Br)–indols, it has 

been cleared that H-bonding between NH of indol and phenyl alanine (Phe161) is  

responsible for the distinguishing  highly potent activity (44 times greater than standard 

D-saccharic acid, 1,4-lactone)  of compound (8), along with π-π stacking interactions 

between active site amino acid Tyr 472 and Phenyl ring of indol, presence of ortho-di, 

hydroxyl phenyl ring substitution in compound (8) in which one OH forming H-bonding 

with Lys568 is also responsible for its potent activity, in comparison to the activity of 

compound (18) , which is a slightly less potent then compound (8)  due to the absence of 

one OH group instead of that OMe group is present, which showed H-arene interaction, 

which is weaker than H-bonding.  The decrease in activity of  compound (10) was 

observed  due to the absence of one OH group, which was replaced with one methoxy 

group, although it is more electron donating group but not involved in H-bonding as it 

was observed in the compound (8). Glu413 of the active site is also acting as acceptor for 

compound (9) within the binding pocket 5 angstrom region. The decrease in activity of 

compound (19) was observed due to the absence of H-bonding of one OH substituent on 

Phe ring (Table 5.3 and 5.5). 

5.10.1.2. (SAR) of Cyclic Thioimidazole derivatives:  

From the analysis of above docked pose derived by MOE of phenyl sulphone substituted 

cyclic thiourea derivatives, it has been clearly observed that the most active compound 

(7) showed 78.1% inhibition with IC50 11.41 ± 0.04 µM, in which both NH showed H-

bonding with active site amino acid residues Glu413, and Phe161, while di-methoxy 
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phenyl substituent showed π-π stacking interactions with Tyr 472. However, compound 

(6) showed 81.0%  inhibition with IC50 11.8 ± 0.86 µM which is slightly less potent  in 

comparison with compound (7) this decrease in activity is observed due to the absence of 

H- bonding b/w NH and Phe161 in (6)  and π-π stacking interactions with Tyr 472. 

Compound (5) showed 95.1 % inhibition with IC50 14.7 ± 1.88 µM in comparison with 

the above two compounds. The decrease in activity potential observed due to the absence 

of di-methoxy substituent on phenyl ring, and the absence of π-π stacking interactions 

between phenyl ring and Tyr 472 of compound (8). 

The decrease in activity of compound (20) was observed due to the absence of one OMe 

group substituent on Ph ring, which has not as much e-donating effect as OMe posses 

therefore, the π-π stacking interactions weaken and we observe a decrease in biological 

activity (Table 5.3 and 5.5). 

5.10.1.3. (SAR) of Pyranose substituted Coumarin derivatives:  

From the analysis of above docked poses derived by MOE of pyranose substituted 

coumarin derivatives, it has been clearly shown by the binding pattern of highly active 

compound among the three actives compound (1) showed 96.9% inhibition with IC50 4.5 

± 0.44 µM the increase in activity was observed due to H-bonding between 5-β-H 

pyranose moiety with active site amino acid residues Glu413, however. this interaction 

was missing in compound (3) which showed 67.2% inhibition with IC50 261.7 ± 7.02 

µM, and compound (2) which showed 54.5% inhibition with IC50 318.5 ± 4.41 µM. 

Therefore, a drastic decrease in activity was observed (Table 5.3 and 5.5). 

. 
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5.10.1.4. (SAR) of Cyano, substituted Indols:  

All three very important interactions are present in the compound (12), for instance, with 

Phe161, Tyr472, and Glu413. Therefore, it’s more potent than standard. However, if we 

compare its activity with another cyano substituted indol (13) which is a twice, potent 

then compound (12), on the comparable analysis b/w, both compounds docked pose 

interactions, it has been clearly observed that the presence of NO2 group is responsible  

for the difference in biological activity of compound (12), although all other dominant 

interactions are present, here NO2 is acting as retarder or deactivator of activity 

comparative with  compound (13). While in case of  compound (13) NO2 is absent so the 

activity is almost twice more than the compound (12), although only one very keen 

interaction is observed here, cyano (nitrile group) is the biological activity activating 

group here (Table 5.3 and 5.5). 
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5.11. DISCUSSION:  

β-Glucuronidase is an important glycosidase enzyme which catalyzes the hydrolysis of 

complex carbohydrates into simplest monomeric units. Its under-expression and over-

expression relates with severe disorders, including sly syndrome, mucopolysacrodosis 

and during intestinal cancer chemotherapy, it is also overexpressed. To treat these 

disorders the available drug brands in the market are silymyrin, and its derivatives (9), 

some other drugs such as nialamide, isocarboxazid, and phenelzine have also been 

reported to inhibit the GUS activity. However, camptothecin, a plant alkaloid, its 

derivative Hycamptin and Camptosar have already been reported to get approval for 

clinical use (8). However, it causes the severe side effects, including cirrhosis of the liver. 

Therefore, to overcome the adverse effects, there is a strong need to search and identify 

lead candidates which possesses the therapeutic potential against this target receptor, for 

this purpose we first conducted, structure-based pharmacophore based virtual screening 

of in-house databse with large chemical space of, diverse class of compounds, we 

developed five structure-based-pharmacophore models, three individual structure-based-

pharmacophore models derived from the available PDB I.D, 3LPF, 3LPG, and 3K4D and 

two structure-based-shared feature and merged feature pharmacophore models were 

derived by using Ligand Scout software 3.0 version. These developed models were 

furthermore used to search and identify the drug-like candidates of in-house data-base by 

using MOE software, before to conduct the virtual screening, at first the in-house data-

base was prepared for docking on target receptor β-glucuronidase, initially unwanted, 

highly reactive, toxic and those compounds which deviate from Rule of five (ROF), and 

possess poor bio-availability were removed from the data-base, and selected those 
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compounds which possess good ADME / Tox properties these were identify by using 

filters. Omega (OpenEye Scientific Software) was used to generate possible conformers 

of each compound of data-base, molecular charges were added to stabilize the molecules. 

Virtual screening of filtered compounds gives the results which are small organic 

molecule, and follows drug-ability criteria describe by Rule of five. Therefore, 

computational based high-throughput screening (virtual screening) helps out to remove or 

eliminate toxic, unstable and non-drug-like candidates, and restrict to identify drug-like 

candidates in the way it prevents to identify higher molecular weight compounds (usually 

transition metal complexes) which sometimes come active at the in vitro level but suffer 

with bio-availability issue at the higher in-vivo level. 

Pharmacophore-based virtual screening of in-house data-base identified altogether 1,249 

hits, along with 66 reported inhibitors dataset these hit candidates (1, 315) were further 

more subjected for docking studies, docking software was validated at first and selected 

on the basis of RMSD difference between ligand-receptor PDB and its redocked pose. All 

of the identified hits along with reported inhibitors (1,315) compounds were subjected for 

docking by using FRED 3.0.1 version, which successfully docked the pharmacophore-

based virtually screened hit candidates, FRED docked and score the candidates by using 

its scoring function Chemgauss-4, which was further rescored by using GOLD software 

of 5.1 version into Gold-score, Chem-score and ASP score. Enrichment factor is an 

essential parameter to evaluate the efficiency of the docking and scoring comparative to a 

random selection of compounds. Therefore, enrichment factor was calculated for 5%, 

10%, 15% and 20% for hit candidates of in-house data-base. For 5% of data-set 

enrichment factor of Chemgauss-4 scoring function was found to be as most efficient, 
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while the rest of the 10%, 15% and 20% of data-base Chem-score scoring function of 

GOLD was found to be as efficient one, table (5.1 and 5.2). Therefore, we selected the 

docked molecules of top ranked 5% enriched data-base and subjected for in-vitro 

screening. Out of 5% enrichement (68) compounds 33 compounds were made available 

to subject for in-vitro screening,  from which 21 compounds (69%) showed potent 

activity against β-glucuronidase enzyme (true positives) and 12 were found to be as non 

active (false +ve). Out of 33 compounds, 20 compounds showed interactions with 

Glu413 a.a, 16 showed interactions with Tyr472 a.a. However, 6 showed interactions 

with Phe161 a.a active site catalytic traid a.a residue (graph 5.7). Out of these eleven (11) 

compounds were found to be as more potent relative to standard inhibitor (D-saccharic 

acid, 1, 4-lactone). Compound (8) has identified as a very potent one with 97.8% 

inhibition and IC50 1.2 ± 1.03 µM among the all compounds, it showed almost 44 folds 

increased inhibitory potential comparative to standard inhibitor (D-saccharic acid, 1,4-

lactone). 

2nd more potent compound (1) showed 96.9% inhibition and IC50 4.5 ± 0.44 µM, 3rd 

potent compound (6) showed 81.0% inhibition with  IC50 11.8 ± 0.86 µM, 4rth potent 

compound (7) showed 78.1% inhibition with IC50 11.4 ± 0.04 µM, 5th potent compound 

(10) showed 62.1% inhibition with IC50 8.5 ± 1.43 µM. 6th potent compound (5) showed 

95.1% inhibition with IC50 14.7 ± 1.88 µM. 7th compound (4) showed 62.1% inhibition 

with IC50 140.9 ± 4.10 µM, 8th compound (3) showed 67.2% inhibition with IC50 261.7 

± 7.02 µM. 9th compound (9) showed 56.6% inhibition with IC50 290.0 ± 4.50 µM.10th 

compound (2) showed 54.5% inhibition with IC50 318.5 ± 4.41µM. 
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From the docked posses the binding pattern showed non-covalent interactions for 

compound (8), in which NH- of indol ring acts as backbone H-donor to phenylalanine 

(Phe)161 for H-bonding, another phenyl ring of indol moiety showed arene-arene π-π 

stacking interactions with tyrosine (Tyr)472 amino acid. 2-hydroxy substituted phenyl 

ring acts as acceptor from lysine (Lys)568 for H- bonding. 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for compound (1), 

2-β-OH of pyranose substituent of the coumarin moiety acts as OH-donor to glutamic 

acid (Glu)503, 3-α-OH acts as a donor to aspartic acid (Asp)161 for H-bonding, while 5-

β-H acts as a donor to glutamic acid (Glu)413 for H-bonding . 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for compound (6), 

in which one NH of cyclic thiourea acts as H-donor to glutamic acid (Glu)413 for H-

bonding, another NH of thiourea acts as H-donor to aspartic acid (Asp)163 for H-

bonding, asparagine (Asn)412 acts as H-donor to the sulphur atom for H-bonding arginne 

(Arg)562 acts as H-donor to the lone pair of N atom for H-bonding. 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for compound (7) 

Sulphur atom of thioimidazole (thione) acts as acceptor for H-donor from asparagine 

(Asn)412 and glutamic acid (Glu)413. NH of thioimidazole acts as H-donor to phenyl 

alanine (Phe)161 and (Glu)413, arginine (Arg)562 acts as H-donor to the sulphone group 

of compound. Tyr472 shows arene-arene π-π stacking with te aromatic ring of the 

compound. 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for compound (10), 

in Tyr572 shows arene-arene π-π stacking interactions with indol ring. Tryptophan (Trp) 
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549 acts as arene-H donor to the methoxy oxygen for H-bonding, threonine (Thr)556 acts 

as H-donor to the lone pair of azo-nitrogen. 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for compound (5) 

in which Thioimdazole (thione) moiety acts as H-donor for H-bonding to aspartic acid 

(Asp) 163 and glycine (gly)413, tyrosine (Tyr)472 shows H-donor to lone pair of N-atom 

for H-bonding. 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for compound (4). 

In which arginine (Arg)562 acting as H-donor to the nitrogen for H-bonding. The binding 

pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for compound (3), in which Tyr 

472, acts as acceptor for β-OH of sugar unit, Arg562 acts as donor and acceptor for β-

OH, and glycosidic linkage of O atom for H bonding, Ser557 acts as H- donor to the 

lactone moity of coumarin unit, olifenic –H- of α, β unsaturated coumarin moiety acts as 

donor to the acceptor Tyr260. The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent 

interactions for compound (9), in which Br of the compound acts as electron-donor to the 

Glu413. The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for 

compound (2),in which Tyr, 472 shows arene-arene π-π stacking interactions with 

coumarin moiety  of compound, Trp549, shows arene –H donor interactions to the α-OH 

of pyranose sugar unit and forms H-bonding, Arg562 acts as acceptor for the OH donor 

of a sugar unit of compound. β-OH of sugar acts as a donor to Glu413 for H-bonding, 

terminal primary alcohol acts as a donor to the Asp163 for H-bonding. 

However, compound (15) belongs from fluoro substituted cyclic amines with 53.6 %, 

IC50, 82.9 ± 2.36. The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions 

for this compound, NH of cyclic amine acts as H-donor to the Glu413 for H-bonding. 
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Compound, (15) belongs from fluro substituted pyrimidine dione derivative cyclic 

amines. and remained in-active at IC50 level, the binding pattern of docked pose showed 

non-covalent interactions for this compound. One NH of cyclic urea moiety acts as H-

donor to Tyr472 for H-bonding, another NH of cyclic urea acts as H-donor to Glu504 for 

H- bonding. Lys 568 acts as H-donor to the oxygen of carobonyl urea for H-

bonding.cyclic amine acts as H- donor to Glu413 for H-bonding. It is inactive due to the 

presence of pyrimidine dione, although NH is acting as donor to Tyr 472 for H-bonding, 

but lacking an important π-π stacking interactions between phenyl ring of it with Tyr472, 

which have been shown by 16 a.a (out of 33 a.a screened).therefore it is inactive. 

Compound (17) halo-substituted cyclic amines with 54.4%, IC50 385.3 ± 5.58 µM. The 

binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for this compound Tyr 

472 shows arene-arene π-π interactions with the phenyl ring cyclic amine and aliphatic 

side chain acts as H-donor to Glu413 for H-bonding. These four compounds has already 

been reported in literature. 

Compound (11) halo substituted indols with 67.4% inhibition, IC50 94.4 ± 1.30 µM. The 

binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for this compound 

Glu413 and Tyr472 showing the arene-arene π-π stacking with aromatic and olefinic 

bond. Tyr472 also acts as H-donor to the oxygen atom of aromatic substituted NO2 group 

for H-bonding. NH of indol acts as H-donor to phenyl161 for H-bonding. 

Compound (12) cyano-substituted indol with 57.3% inhibition, and IC50 34.9 ± 0.21 µM. 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for this compound 

Tyr472, Lys565 acts as H-donor to the oxygen atom of aromatic substituted NO2 group 
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for H-bonding, Leu561 acts as H-donor to the lone pair of nitrogen atom of cyano group. 

NH of pyrol ring shows H-donor to the Phe161. 

Compound (13) is a cyano indol with 73.4% inhibition, and IC50 34.9 ± 0.21 µM.The 

binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for this compound in 

which NH of indol acts as H-donor to the Glu413 and showing H-bonding. 

Compound (14), halo (F) cyano indol with 59.2% inhibition with IC50 162.9 ± 2.50 µM. 

The binding pattern of docked pose showed non-covalent interactions for this compound 

in which  Tyr 472 shows arene-arene π-π stacking with phenyl ring, Lys568, Arg562 acts 

as H-donor to the sulphur of thiourea moiety for H-bonding, one NH of thiourea acts as 

H-donor to Asp163 for H- bonding. 

From the cytotoxicity results (Table 5.6) it has been cleared, compound no (5 and 8) were 

identified as the most potent inhibitor against β-glucuronidase, but showed moderate 

cytotoxicity. Compound no (1, 2 and 11) are the most promising and potent inhibitors 

evaluated against β-glucuronidase, these all three compounds were also showed non-

cytotoxicity against the 3T3 mouse fibroblast cell line. Therefore, they can be used 

further to evaluate their biological activity at the in-vivo level to discover new potent anti-

cancer drugs with fewer adverse effects in future. From, the above results a common 

observation develops, that the increase in biological activity comes due to the presence of 

NH and phenyl ring in indols, presence of sulphur and NH in thiourea, and coumarin 

derivatives are also responsible for making most biologically active Pharmacophore. This 

observation has been further supported and validated by recently reported U.S patents 

(2012 / 0322797) December 20 / 2012. These compounds also belong from urea 

derivatives class as well as, sulphur containing compounds, methoxy substituted qinoline 
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derivatives, halo-substituted phenyl-thiophene. It has  also shown that the presence of 

phenyl ring, presence of hetero-atom (sulphur and oxygen), NH in case of urea, amide 

nitrogen and oxygen atoms are the important chemical features for Pharmacophore, 

which gives interactions with catalytic traid a.a residues, in the way responsible for their 

highly potent activity. 

Chemgauss-4 is a modified scoring function of Chemgauss-3 by using FRED, which 

deals with the energy calculations of H-bonding score and its strength between ligand and 

protein, as well as metal chelators. It also deals with the energy calculation of donor and 

acceptor atoms and overall total H-bonding score between ligand and protein, higher the 

magnitude of Chemgauss-4 represents the more tightly binding of ligand with receptor 

through non-covalent forces of interactions. From the above results it has been cleared 

that all the actives showed high magnitude of scoring function Chemgauss-4, which can 

be easily observed by the docked poses of individual ligand, where H-bonding is 

frequently observed between donor and acceptors that was successfully calculated by 

scoring function Chemgauss-4. Therefore, it validates our results the slight difference in 

magnitude strength affects the ranking of ligands, which comes due to molecular 

dynamics effect that was dominantly observed in case of in-vitro screening level, 

comparative to molecular docking, which is rigid in nature. However, overall in-silico 

based high-throughput screening structure-based pharmacophore virtual screening 

(SBPsVS) has been proven from our strategy and experiment, that it is the highly 

efficient way to quick hit and identifies drug-like candidates, comprised on those 

structural chemical features of functional groups, which are responsible for their 

particular biological activity, which was validated by our in-vitro results too. Active 
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compounds were belonging from different class of compounds such as, halo-substituted 

indols, phenyl substituted cyclic thiourea derivatives and coumarin pyranose derivatives 

which, efficiently tightly binds with the active site amino acid residues (Glu413, Tyr 472, 

Phe161) of β-glucuronidase enzyme graph (5.5). 3LPF is a dimmer and contains two 

homo chains in which the similar ligand thiourea derivative was bound. Docking was 

performed by using FRED software and rescoring was done by GOLD, which 

successfully bind the ligands at the active site. Before to perform molecular docking, 

structure-based pharmacophore modeling was performed to develop for individual as 

well as shared feature pharmacophore. St-based pharmachophore generation and 

modeling also take the interaction effects of active site a.a residues. Therefore it screened 

the data base more effectively, interaction with catalytic a.a residues observed in docked 

poses showed the good efficiency of software, more enrichment of data-base with good 

actives and lack of allosteric interactions. Which was validated by ROC curves, AUC and 

E.F, these all statistical methods have been successfully used to identify true positives 

(true-binders), and efficiently remove the false positives (non-binders). Therefore, 

structure-based pharmacophore model can be efficiently used to quick search and identify 

the pharmacophore features in various diverse classes of compounds and considered as an 

alternative tool of docking, which cannot be observed in the ligand-base pharmacophore 

model, that lacks the interaction with active site a.a residues, and usually hits the similar 

type of compounds. 
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5.12. CONCLUSION: 

 A successful virtual screening always hit and identifies molecules with novel chemical 

structural features that bind with the target receptor of interest in large chemical space 

(Needle in a haystack.) Therefore, an efficient virtual screening defined in terms of new 

scaffolds hopping (searching of structurally new compounds) rather than the total number 

of hits. Interpretations of virtual screening accuracy should therefore be considered with 

caution. Low hit rates of interesting scaffolds are always preferable over high hit rates of 

already known scaffolds. In our study virtual screening hit results, (scaffold hopping) has 

been successfully performed, and we identified in top 5% enriched data-base, new 

classes of compound with potent biological activity against β-glucuronidase.which are 

not cytotoxic against the 3T3 mouse fibroblast cell line as well. Therefore these 

compounds will be used to evaluate the β-glucuronidase activity at the in-vivo level. In 

the way, bioinformatics computational-based techniques are proving a rational approach 

towards drug designing and discovery process with improved potency and reduce toxic 

effects. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biological_target
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hit_rate
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5.1.4                                 EXPERIMENTAL              

Data set in-house data-base of ICCBS and ZINC were used. 

Training set compounds data-set with known biological activity were used to extract 

202harmacophore information of ligands 

Test set training set informations of compounds data-set were used to identify hits of 

test-set  

Chemdraw software used to draw 2D structures of compounds in Mol format 

Open babel It’s a chemical tool box used to convert 2D Mol format into 3D Mol2 

format.  

Sybyl software Tripose licensed based software, used to correct atom types and charges,  

Omega (OpenEye Scientific Software) used to generate low energy conformers, and 

addition of molecular charges 

Chimera Visualizing software used to observe ligand-receptor interactions, sequence 

matching etc 

Vida A visualizing software used to observe the dock poses 

GOLD Tripose licensed based ligand-protein docking software 

FRED fast rigid exhaustive docking software used to dock the ligands on provided 

receptor active site. 

Ligand Scout inteligand licensed based software used to generate structure-based and 

ligand-based 202harmacophore models. 
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MOE software used for virtual screening, and to observe dock pose interactions b/w 

ligand-receptor, and RMSD calculations 

Linux Linux operating system was used to install and running of all the command-based 

in-silico softwares. 

Parallel Clusture Machines parallel clusture machine 8 processors / cluster machine 

was used to support and run heavey graphical and docking softwares.  
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5.15.                                                   GLOSSARY 

CADD Computer-aided drug designing deals with computational based techniques used 

to hit and identifying small molecules which possess clinically effective therapeutic 

potential. 

3D-QSAR 3D-QSAR models are use to develop and characterize a proposed relationship 

between biological activities and chemical structure of molecule and in a data-set of 

compounds. 

COMFA CoMFA is used to determine three dimensional quantitative structure–activity 

relationships (3D-QSAR). 

COMSIA CoMSIA is a Gaussian-type function based on atomic distance measurements. 

It is also use to develop 3D-QSAR model. 

Oxyanion hole Amino acid Ser195 and Gly193 NH group generates oxyanion hole 

which activates the carbonyl of readily cut-able peptide bond and stabilizes the negatively 

charged oxy anion of intermediate tetrahedral complex. 

Scoring functions Scoring functions are certain physical parameters based on 

mathematical calculations use to estimate the binding affinity between receptor and 

ligand. 

Multiple Active Site Correction Multiple Active Site Correction, or MASC, method is 

use to correct error of scoring functions by comparing the score of each ligand with the 

target protein receptor to the same ligand score with different standard protein targets. 

Pharmacophore A pharmacophore is an abstract description of molecular features which 

are necessary for  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_structure
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